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This report is Schibsted Media Group’s take on 
some of the profound changes and trends in 
people’s daily lives, technology and business that 
are shaping the future. We hope you enjoy sharing 
these thoughts and visions and that they will give 
you new ideas, looking at all the opportunities 
that lie ahead.
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Looking into the future is great fun. And even 
more so if you do it together. 
 The Schibsted Future Report is our outlook 
at trends and phenomena happening around us.  
Things we believe are shaping the future and 
stories that we want to share with you and the 
world around us. 
 We dive into many exciting topics and 
through the report there is an underlying 
theme. Across the three sections – People, 
Technology and Business – there is a mes-
sage of humanity and simplicity. Several of our 
contributors are pointing to the importance of 
not getting lost in the race. To embrace the 
energy of change but to combine it with other 
values. To use all the great opportunities that 
technology offers to build lasting and friendly 
relations that  really benefit the users, to cher-
ish the personal experience and the easy-to-
understand service. To unleash the power of 
engaged people. And to acknowledge the need 
of – serendipity.
 Schibsted Future Report is the result of our 
own reflections, strategy and visions, written 
by our own people. But this year we have also 
invited some of our friends. 
 One of them is Professor  
R. Ravi. He and his students are 
actually designing an algorithm 
that enhances serendipity or 
coincidence. A human algorithm. 
It’s purpose is to allow minds to 
wander and thereby thoughts 

to grow, inspiring  people to new ideas and a 
broader mindset. Technology as an enabler for 
the unexpected!
 Being a part of Schibsted, that is easy to 
appreciate. Innovation and entrepreneurship is 
in our core and a foundation for our mission – 
empowering people in their daily life.
 So is openness.
 Being at the forefront of digital transformation 
with more than 200 million users an open mind 
and transparency are crucial. We believe that 
all of us gain from sharing ideas and being curious 
about trends and changes.
 So why not bring Future Report along at 
your next dinner and bring up the subject on 
how we will pay in the future or why messaging 
has become the new way of communication. 
Or how kids and tech join forces for a more 
sustainable world.
 Or just cuddle up and let your mind wander.
Welcome to the second edition of The Schibsted 
Future Report. 

Share the stories!
Schibsted.com/futurereport

WELCOME TO SCHIBSTED’S

FUTURE REPORT

LENA K SAMUELSSON
Executive Vice President Communications   
and CSR
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 19
PASSIONATE ABOUT:  Making the complex simple

INTRODUCTION
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ROB MCCANN
Self-Serve Ads Team Lead, SPT London
1. What I believe really helps customers en-
gage with our products, is making a product 
so easy to use that it makes their lives just a 
little bit easier. I’d really like them to feel that 
we’re providing something that will make 
their business grow. 
2. We have a really good opportunity to get 
into the language we write in and to ex-
periment while providing some real visible 
features to our customers.
3. I think Schibsted is paying attention to 
the trends online and in traditional media 
and really following up on those and looking 
forward to where we can position ourselves 
in the world where we are today. 

IDA BARTH ANDERSSEN
Director Creative Sales Aftenposten, Oslo
1. Most important in this digital age is a good 
and logic user experience, as I work in a 
newspaper of course I also believe that the 
quality of the content and the news is key 
to success.
2. At Schibsted you get the opportunity to 
work in a global company that is continuously 
developing and chasing the latest digital 
trends. Schibsted can offer an incredible 
international network and career opportu-
nities across countries and companies.
3. I’m very excited about the future because 
I know that change is key, and I love the fact 
that I’m on that high-speed train. I’m also 
excited by the topic and trend of content 
marketing. 

AMBREEN SUBZWARI
Senior UX Researcher, SPT London
1. I think a great user experience is creating 
a product that puts the user at the heart. 
We’re delivering world class experience but 
at the same time we’re able to maintain the 
user’s trust, ensuring that we’re keeping 
their details secure.
2. I believe we have the best of both worlds, 
with Schibsted being an old organization 
and with London being in start-up mode. 
We have the freedom to create our own pro-
cesses, we don’t have any legacy behavior 
to fall back on. We’re starting from scratch 
and I think that’s really powerful in itself. 
3. I’m quite excited to see how technology 
is evolving and I think, as we move forward, 
we definitely notice technology becoming a 
lot more mobile and moving into wearable 
technology. I think it’s a fantastic opportunity 
for Schibsted to get involved in.

MEET SOME OF OUR

GREAT PEOPLE
MELANIE YENCKEN
Head of User Experience Marketplaces,   
SPT London
1. One aspect on engaging users on your 
platform is a do-it-for-me-interface. That’s 
where a user approaches a product and 
it’s simple because we’ve done all the hard 
work for them. We’ve stored their data, 
which means they don’t have to enter that 
much information, we’ve done the hard 
searching with algorithms. The other part is 
being exciting, to delight them. 
2. The start-up environment in London is 
really an unique opportunity, with fresh 
processes in place.
3. I get excited about the unknown. The rate 
of technology advancement is growing ex-
ponentially. It’s going to be so different from 
whatever my expectation is because it’s just 
going to keep growing and growing.

JUSSI LYSTIMÄKI
CEO Tori, Helsinki
1. You can win the users’ heart if you really 
understand what matters for them – what’s 
the experience they’re looking for and then 
do a little bit better than they expect. 
2. Schibsted is a great company, it really 
takes care of people and good leadership is 
key. What makes us different from any other 
is that we are a European powerhouse in the 
Internet business and we have a really good 
track record in delivering and making things 
happen. And people just want to join us, 
because great people attract great people.
3.  I just love change itself. Change creates 
opportunities and opens doors for new things 
to appear and to build. What makes me tick 
is to build something that makes a difference 
and becomes a massive phenomenon.

MARIAN ERSTAD 
Deputy Commercial Director, SCM Barcelona
1. To win the hearts of our clients, we need 
to give them unique and valuable insight to 
help them develop their business and their 
knowledge. And we need to simplify the buying 
process and the decision making process.
2. If I was recruiting someone to our team   
I would say: if you want to be part of the most 
successful, most innovative most dynamic 
team in Spain you’re at the right spot!  
3. It excites me to see how much we can 
accomplish together when we utilize all 
the skills we have, when we work together, 
when we challenge each other, and have 
fun together. Watch out Spain, SCM Spain is 
building for the future and we are here to win! 

All of Schibsted’s employees around the world are working to give more 
than 200 million users the best possible experiences and products.   
We asked a few of them the following questions: 
1. How can we win the hearts of our users? 
2. What is the best thing about Schibsted?
3. What excites you about the future?

Watch our people tell their full story at:
 schibsted.com/futurereport
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EUGENE STIPP
VP of Engineering, SPT London
1. As the Advertising Team we are making 
ads more useful by showing users ads that 
are relevant to them. We also delight our 
advertisers by giving them access to the 
audiences that they are looking for and by 
building super easy-to-use products.
2. Building products from scratch that will 
be used by millions of users, using the latest 
and greatest in technology, and work with 
really smart people – that’s the best thing 
about Schibsted.
3. The lines between banner ads, classified 
ads, and even content are becoming blurred 
creating exciting opportunities for new 
products. We live in a very exciting time 
where an engineer with a good idea can build 
an app that touches the lives of millions of 
people even helping to save people’s lives.

JOOBEE YEOW
People Analytics Lead, SPT London
1. Working in the People Operations depart-
ment, you may know us as HR, our people 
are our users. I believe the way to win the 
hearts of our people is similar to our business 
users. We continuously listen to their needs 
by gathering concrete data. We use the data 
to improve what we offer iteratively and we 
communicate transparently to engage our 
people as part of the process.

2. If you are interested to push boundaries in 
your area and be part of the team doing so, 
Schibsted is the place for you!
3. The shift in the way People Operations 
use and turn people data into strategic 
actions for our business, appeals strongly 
to me in my contribution to create value for 
our business, our managers and most of all, 
for our people.

TIWA YORK
General Manager Kaidee, Bangkok
1. The most important thing that we try to do 
is to make the platform as simple as possible 
for everybody to use. In Thailand there is no 
traditional buying and selling of second-hand 
items, so a lot is about activating and helping 
people understand that buying and selling 
second hand helps your life.
2. The fantastic thing about Schibsted is that 
you can act like a start-up and entrepreneur  
but with the safety of being within a big 
 organization that really supports you. I think 
Schibsted does a fantastic job in supporting 
the entrepreneurs within the business. 
3. For me the most exciting thing is the 
way we can impact people’s lives, the world 
around us and what we’re able to do with 
the reduce and reuse-cycle.

PADRAIC WOODS
Mobile Development Manager and Product 
Manager at VG, Oslo
1. In the media industry content is no longer 
king, content delivered in the right context 
is king. Users expect a tailored experience.
2. At Schibsted you have an opportunity to 
work with very talented people who have 
a passion and a desire to make innovative 
and market leading products.
3. We are living in an era of information 
overload. We have moved from a time when 
a few media companies produced and dis-
tributed content, to an age where everyone 
is a content producer. A trusted, respected 
filter for all of this information is needed 
more than ever before. The challenges for 
traditional media companies is to adapt to 
this changing media landscape, to disrupt 
established norms while still maintaining 
the trust and loyalty of our readers.

CRISTINA ROCA
KAM Aftonbladet, Stockholm 
Schibsted Sales Person of the Year 2015
1. I believe that the user experience that we 
provide on our platforms, the relevance of the 
content and the speed with which we update 
the information, is crucial to our users. 
2. Schibsted is on the leading edge in the 
digital transformation, in new technologies 
and new projects. There’s always something 
going on and something new to learn.
3. I’m really excited about the development of 
programmatic buying and the impact  it will 
have on the relations to our customers and our 
roles as sales persons.  I think we will be con-
sulting more, we will come even closer to our 
customers and be more strategic  in our role. 

MALIN STRÅHLE
CTO Schibsted Publishing, Stockholm
1. We need to have a clear transparency in who 
we are and what we do, and use that to build 
trust, in order to win the heart of our users.
2. Our culture attracts the best talents and 
the most creative people. This challenges 
us to do better and to be better. That’s why 
people want to join our culture.
3. I’m excited about the opportunity to work 
with amazing people who want to learn 

and to do better for our users. But I’m also 
fascinated of the sharing economy. Digital 
or even mobile is not any longer enough in a 
transformation. We must consider the core 
of the sharing economy, that is trust and 
sense of community.

HELENA AHLSTRÖM
VP Asia, Asset Owner 701Search, Singapore
1. To me, winning the heart of our users is all 
about the marketplace efficiency – if I sell 
something quickly or if I find what I’m looking 
to buy and have a good experience I will 
come back time after time.
2. The best thing about Schibsted is the 
people you get to work with. What you will 
be working with you might be able to find 
in other companies, but the who is what 
makes us unique.
3. I get excited thinking of the next billion 
people to come online, with some people 
even predicting that by 2020 the entire 
world would be connected, thinking about 
the opportunity this presents for us is very 
interesting to me. 

SPT  = Schibsted Products and Technology
SCM = Schibsted Classified Media

SYNNØVE ÅSEBO
Reporter at VG, Oslo
Winner of Schibsted Journalism Awards 2015
1. To win the heart of our users we need to 
keep telling good stories at VG. We also need 
to continue doing investigative journalism 
and to be the best site for breaking news.
2. VG is a great and creative place to work. 
Through Schibsted Journalism Academy 
we have the opportunity to acquire new 
knowledge. I think it’s great that the acad-
emy sponsored student participation at the 
SKUP conference on investigative journalism 
this year.
3. I’m always excited to find new stories and 
new ways of presenting our journalism both 
online and on mobile. Right now, I’m working 
on a story for our weekend magazine about a 
man who had a very difficult life. Photographer 
Annemo Larsen has  followed him for two 
years and is just about to finish the story. 
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PEOPLE Key to all success is identifying trends and needs in the world around us. What are 
people doing and how can we continue to empower them in their daily life?
Have a look at some of the movements we believe are part of a changing world.
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THE WAY
WE PAY 

1994 was a long, hot summer. Together with my father I had 
spent the better part of a week with my shoes planted in 
melting roofing tar, renovating the family’s lake house. Riding 
shotgun back into town on the Friday night I was inspecting 
my black, sticky shoe soles when dad reached for his wallet 
and uttered the magic words: Here’s your pay.
 Here is your pay – It was simpler back then.
 Flash forward to today: I am shopping for food with my 
two-year old. She loves riding in the mall’s custom-built grocery 
cart and she loves helping her dad to pay. Well, actually, she 
loves inserting the card, punching in the pin code and pressing 
the big green ok button on the store’s card terminal. Little 
does she know that we, in fact, did not just pay. We authorized 
a complex multi-step process involving a handful different 
parties: She 1/ authorized my credit card issuer’s bank to 
transfer money to the store’s 2/ acquiring bank using the 
terms of the 3/ card association VISA and in the process she 
put 4/ me in temporary debt and extended 5/ the store a line 
of credit. Phew!
 The payments industry has skillfully made something complex 
simple for the user. In fact this knack for simplification is at 

the core of what drives innovation for the simple reason that 
lowering friction, and obscuring the value of money, increases 
usage. Our irrationality in spending behaviour has long been 
the target of innovation.
 With equal skill the industry has been obfuscating and 
convoluting the cost of the transaction. As a user you never 
really know how much you pay to pay. Sure, there is a yearly 
fee in some cases. But what about currency exchange spread, 
late fees, interchange fees, and overdraft? What does paying 
for things really cost?

INNOVATION ON MULTIPLE LEVELS
Daddy got ten cents on the dollar, sang Barbra Streisand. In 
the payments case it is about a quarter of a cent per dollar. 
That might not sound too bad, but the amount of dollars being 
paid is colossal. According to Boston Consulting Group more 
than 400 trillion dollars in digital payments are being handled 
yearly – that is around five times the global GDP! In a classic 
case of a small slice of a big pie, one trillion dollars are being 
captured and shaved off yearly.
 With a trillion dollar prize it is no surprise that the payments 

The way we pay is changing dramatically and quickly. The question is if we even 
understand the transactions we initiate and what will come next. One thing seems 
clear; cash is soon gone – even if it means no more bills burning holes in our pockets. 
Dan Ouchterlony, Head of Personal Finance, tells a story of an area where 
 innovation really is happening.

PEOPLE

space is seeing immense start-up and venture capital action. 
Innovation is really happening on multiple levels at once. Most 
of the action is not revolutionizing the payments infrastructure 
as such, but rather bringing existing payment technologies into 
new devices and situations. One example is Apple Pay, which 
in short is a very clever and user friendly way to use your 
existing credit card. Nothing more, nothing less, at least from 
a payments perspective.
 If using the smartwatch as the key to digital transactions 
does not seem innovative enough, how about paying with chat 
messages? Some speculate that chat or text messages will 
be the user’s preferred control panel for everything. Snapcash, 
a partnership between youth-favourite chat app Snapchat and 
payments startup Square, lets users store their card details 
and subsequently send each other money with the flick of a 
finger. Chinese behemoth WeChat has also implemented a 
similar extension and made quite the buzz in 2013 when scat-
tering 300 vending machines  in the Beijing subway, allowing 
WeChatters to quench their thirst in-between messages using 
the app. This trend of online- offline convergence of payment 
is accelerating with offline experiences such as restaurants, 

kiosks etc. coming online through e.g. chat payments.
 Some initiatives go further down into the stack and drive 
innovation in payments on a more fundamental level. One 
 example is the Swedish, Sequoia-backed company Klarna. 
Using a familiar payment vehicle, the invoice, and some very 
clever technology to boot, Klarna’s proprietary credit scoring 
engine is handing out micro credit in real time. No need for 
a pre-approved credit line from your bank – just enter a few 
 personal details and press the button! The beauty and simplicity 
is inseparable from magic, luring over 35 million users and 
50,000 e-commerce companies to date. In fact, the process is 
so frictionless that many users do not realize they have taken 
a loan – until interest fees and late fees are unshrouded. As part 
of the business model, Klarna operates their own debt collection 
firm and have been criticized for being far too aggressive.

BITCOIN CAN CHANGE THE GAME
One particular niche under attack is international payments, 
or remittances. Why? Among other things: Currency exchange 
spread. It is rather hard to tell unless you do your due diligence, 
but banks and payment companies do a surprisingly bad job 
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are investing your pensions and savings in the Blockchain and 
bitcoin, hoping that what we see today is equivalent to email in 
1995 – in terms of potential.
 The concept of bitcoin not only promises to change the way 
we pay and interact with money, but also change the funda-
mental concept of what we pay – currency. How? Today, the 
concept of currency, fiat, is based on that we trust tax-funded 
and weapon-protected states (governments) to back up their 
currencies, e.g. the US dollar or the euro. These currencies are 
traded in the trillions of dollars daily on exchanges, reacting to 
ongoing events such as the Grexit or interest rate decisions by 
the Fed. With bitcoin we do not need intermediaries and gov-
ernments and can instead trust each other and trust technology.
 By leveraging very complex mathematics and calculations 
owning a certain set of numbers is the equivalent to owning 
a crisp dollar bill. This has the potential to radically speed up 
innovation by making handling of currency decentralized i.e. 
easier, faster and simpler. And also riskier. To date bitcoin is 
far from mass adoption, in part due to multiple high-profile 
fraud cases such as the spectacular downfall of Japanese bitcoin 
exchange Mt. Gox. The Kings of old understood that vibrant 
market places and bazaars required  careful nurture and 
protection from high way men and pirates – market making, or 
market design in the words of 2012 Nobel laureate Alvin Roth. 
 The key barrier to wider adoption, however, is the relatively 
high level of friction for the end user. Most people do not really 
care about the underlying technological revolution. They do care, 
however, about the several unfamiliar steps to get started, 
the fairly high level of computer skills needed for keeping 
the money safe, and the emotional friction due to the severe 
volatility of the exchange rate of bitcoin to e.g. US dollars. Not 
knowing whether your bitcoin would buy you 20, 240 or 60 Bic 
Macs over a two year period makes bitcoin seem more like a 
very risky investment than a store  of value.

THE ROLE OF BANK IS SHAPESHIFTING
The way we pay is fundamentally and irrevocably changing. Digital 
money will flow like water, silently and smoothly, overseen by 
our personal assistants and connected devices. In the back-
ground furious cryptographic computation, biometric identifi-
cation and instant communication ensure the safety and validity 
of all transactions. And as transaction leave the realm of the 
physical the ancient role of the banks is also shapeshifting 
from giant steel vaults – keeping our valuables safeguarded 
under lock and key – into the more elusive duty of keeping our 
personal data secure and uncorrupted. Even the Internet itself 
is transforming into a network of money, where generations of 
digital natives will be triggering payments as casually as they 
shoot off chat messages. 
 With this fundamental change our emotional relationship 
to money and payments will also evolve. To use the language 

of today’s youth: the amount of f-cks given by my daughter 
will be zero when her car negotiates and pays for parking by 
itself with the garage’s AI. Her smart watch will silently and 
biometrically verify her presence picking up the groceries, 
authorizing the transfer of funds. Instead of keeping mental 
tabs on any and every transaction she will trust the discrete 
but precise summaries and warnings in her notification flow. 

SUMMARIZE EBBS AND FLOWS
A newly established coffee shop’s mediocre latte at an outra-
geous 63 per cent above market price will be flagged down 
and posted on social media. Who pulled that kind of stunt any 
more!? At the end of the day or week her personal  financial 
management app will intelligently  summarize the ebbs and 
flows of money, highlighting anything out of the ordinary and 
recommending the best course of action. She will never have 
to learn the many social and societal rituals of payment of 
the card-bill-and-coin generation, such as hiding pin codes, 
rummaging through purses, or standing in front of the candy 
machine with the wrong sort of coin in your hand. How will she 
tip the bartender, just to impress her friends or her date?
 Entering the bar that same Friday night I could feel the 
small wad of bills from my dad burning a hole in my pocket: 
Self-confidence, a sense of accomplishment, and the promise 
of a good night out with friends. Paying the bartender for the 
first of what would become many rounds that night I proudly 
blurted out: keep the change! Not because the service was 
fantastic, but because I could.

READ MORE:
1. Elon Musk and David Sacks say PayPal could top 100 Billion  
 USD away from Ebay – Forbes 2014/02.
2. Andreessen on Finance: ‘We Can Reinvent the Entire Thing’ –  
 Bloomberg 2014/10.
3. Global Payments 2014: Capturing the Next Level of Value –  
 BCG.Perspectives 2014/07.
4. Futures of text – Whoops 2015/02

Watch Dan Ouchterlony sum up his vision 
on digital payment at:
 schibsted.com/futurereport

PEOPLE

of buying and selling currencies on your behalf. Purposefully? 
The high fees are a moral crime, according to top VC Marc 
 Andreessen. This very high margin business for banks and money 
transfer specialists like Western Union is under pressure from 
well-funded start-ups like CurrencyFair, TransferWise and 
WorldRemit. What could banks do to protect themselves? 
According to Currency Cloud CEO Mike Laven, not that much: 
“Banks have built up a series of legacy systems over the 
years so they actually have to charge higher fees. It’s not that 
they’re bad people. Banks just have a higher cost base.” And a 
very high profitability.
 From time to time a new technology comes along that 
catalyzes profound change and innovation. Examples are the 
wheel, the combustion engine, and the Internet Protocol. And 
now the Blockchain, which is the underlying technological 

 invention that powers the more widely recognized crypto-
currency bitcoin. According to ex-Googler Paul Buchheit, famous 
for creating Gmail and coining the Google motto  “don’t be 
evil”, bitcoin may be the TCP/IP of money. What on earth does 
that mean? To begin with it means bitcoin is at an extremely 
early phase of its development. And it means bitcoin has the 
potential to drastically change how we interact with money.
 In the case of TCP/IP who would have thought that doing 
email in 1995 would be the first step on a path that would 
have you never again going to a record store in 2015? And the 
technology TCP/IP was invented by Serf and Kahn some  20 
years before, in 1974. In 1994 the Electronic Frontier Founda-
tion released a statement claiming the “World’s first electronic 
cash payment over computer networks”.  Today, 20 years 
later, a set of very clever technologists and venture capitalists 

PEOPLE

DAN OUCHTERLONY
Head of Personal Finance, Schibsted Growth
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 10
PASSIONATE ABOUT:  Helping people make the 
most of their money
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Engagement leads to sharing and 
spreading. Engagement is created when 
the reader is feeling obliged to take a 
stand, to reject or embrace, to discuss, 
to complicate and argue. As readers we 
are sharing and commenting on texts 
that mirror our own opinion. And we 
share texts that do the opposite. Both 
show the readers’ views, standpoints 
and attitudes and we see that readers 
have a need for this.
 Engagement is also created by 
empathy and identification. As readers 
we share and comment texts that tell 
something about life, our own or that of 
others. We see that the more personal 
the pieces are, the more engagement 
they induce.

BUILDING RELATIONS
This engagement is a great opportunity 
for the media houses, not least the 
traditional subscription houses. As 
the tabloids have spent decades and 
generations on developing engaging 
front pages and content that convinces 
people to buy, subscribed newspapers, 
like Aftenposten, have followed other 
routes. We have built relations with 
readers and subscribers through quality, 

relevance and importance presented in 
an objective way.
 For a long time now we have seen 
that our traditional ways of presenting 
news do not work as well on digital 
platforms. That is why we learn from Vox, 
Slate and other websites that connect 
important matters with new ways of 
telling them. And it works. Quality never 
goes out of style – but it comes in a 
 different wrapping.

EXCLUSIVE CONTENT
However, where we see the greatest 
opportunities are in the area of opinion.
 At Aftenposten Mobile the Opinion 
section is competing with the Front 
Page as to which is the larger one. 11 
out of the 14 most shared items in 
2015 are opinion pieces. Good, clear 
comments   by internal voices are 
important, of course, but the major 
traffic comes from the outside. It can be 
contracted guest columnists, but often 
enough they are voices we have not 
heard before. They contribute texts with 
a high degree of impartiality that attract 
other competent contributors. External 
voices bring stories about ordinary people 
who tell something about our society.

 Opinion pieces also have an exclusive 
content, which is an advantage in the 
struggle for attention.
 So the opinion section is a driving 
force in a traffic that is vital to us. This 
traffic does not emerge on its own and 
the competition is growing stronger 
here too.
 While our task before was to organize 
the queue of contributions from readers 
and make sure that they did not have 
too many typos when published, our 
role is quite different today. A modern 
opinion section is initiating, directing and 
pruning the debate and it takes care of 
the contributors. The importance of the 
latter cannot be sufficiently underlined. 
It is actually here that the democratiza-
tion of the debate is happening. 

BUILDING SELF-CONFIDENCE
A well-run opinion section is editing texts 
from the elite and from more popular 
groups in such a way that everybody 
appears competent. That way we are 
building self-confidence and we lower 
the threshold for participation. We know 
that many people stay away because 
they feel they cannot write well enough. 
Digital editing is a skill and it takes time 

A cacophony of content is surrounding us from media and social networks. To get 
 attention you really need to make a difference. Trine Eilertsen from Aftenposten  
knows how. Opinions have proven to be a great opportunity to achieve user 
 engagement.

OPINION AS A DRIVER FOR

ENGAGEMENT
PEOPLE

to correct and distribute a digital piece. 
When it is well done, the piece will be 
shared, creating traffic and recirculation 
into our universe of content as well as 
new comments.
 This competence sets us apart from 
all other opinion platforms and that is 
something that we should communicate 
more clearly to our contributors and 
readers. It matters to whom you send 
your piece, it affects the spread, the 
reading and the impact.

OPENINGS FOR NEWS STORIES
More and more often opinion pieces 
create openings for news stories because 
they contain leads or because they 
reveal an aspect that has not been 
sufficiently covered. In the fight for the 
best contributors we notice that it is 
an advantage if we can develop a news 

story from the pieces they write.
 We must admit that there is a big 
difference between the discussions that 
are funneled through our opinion editors 
and those that appear in the comment 
boxes under our articles. Many contribu-
tors feel ill at ease in the jungle that the 
self-moderated comments boxes can 
be and never go there. In a world where 
 debates are going on everywhere, 
where you can always find a thread or 
a comments box, it is easy to find others 
who share your views. 
But it is the opin-
ion sections that 
open up debates 
and show them 
to a wide audi-
ence and who 
keep the debates 
going forward.

 We can contribute something unique 
by competent editing, editorial judg-
ments, connections with the news pic-
ture and the soliciting of answers from 
others who bring in new dimensions and 
new knowledge. This makes it possible 
for us to own debates and to highlight 
contributors, which is important for 
traffic, loyalty and the brand. And, on 
top of all that, it is at the heart of our 
role in society.
 Talk about win-win!

TRINE EILERTSEN
Political Editor, Aftenposten
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 14
PASSIONATE ABOUT:  Encourage young  
women to express their opinions
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FUTURE REPORT

INSIGHT STORY
Technology is changing our habits and lives faster than ever. We took a look at Sweden,  
as a digitally mature market, to see what’s really going on and where we’re heading.  
Anders Lithner and Karin Nelsson, from the research company Inizio, guide us 
through the trends that are shaping the future shown in a survey made exclusively 
for Future Report.
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When analyzing yesterday and today to draw conclusions 
about tomorrow, there are of course a million possible angles. 
If something has been increasing to this point there is every 
chance that it will in the future too. We call it a trend. The 
list of trending phenomena is endless. Anything from a food 
ingredient or a travel destination to a gadget or a way to say 
hello can be caught trending. 
 Behind the myriad of small trends are the megatrends. The 
megatrends are to the social scientist what the trade winds are 
to a weather forecaster. Three of the most commonly referred 
long-term megatrends are digitalization, individualization and 
post materialism. Studies about the trends themselves are 
rare. The megatrends are taken for granted and arguments 
around them are mostly theoretical. 

To better understand some of the trends blowing through 
Sweden right now a unique study has been carried out, using 
the insight infrastructure set up around the Schibsted/Inizio 
opinion panel. Sweden, with its advanced digitalization and 
smartphone penetration, has proven a great place to create a 
high quality opinion panel, sourced in the Schibsted audience. 
It is also a great place to study the evolvement of the mega-
trends, since Sweden in many respects is characterized by the 
tendencies summarized in them. Sweden is however not alone.

WHEELS ARE SPINNING FASTER
As phenomena start trending two things normally happen: 
The trend accelerates as more and more people jump on the 
wagon, and counter-trends begin to sprout. This is as true for 

Have you ever used a mobile phone to pay for a product or service? When do you think cash will disappear in Sweden?

         
                                  
               
                                                    
         

IT’S A DIGITAL WORLD

Source: Ipsos
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the megatrends. The wheels are spinning faster and some 
actively choose not to be part of the movement. We find evidence 
of both in the data. 
 When we let people declare their interest in abstract topics 
and ask whether they think this interest is going to grow or 
decline in five years’ time, it turns out a large and growing 
number of Swedes are very interested in “services that free 
up time”. An important reason for this is that people feel that 
the wheels are spinning faster. Therefor they are interested 
in services that save a second or two in each curve along  
the road.
 
SEGMENTS ARE DRIFTING APART
We also find polarization. A lot of data in our surveys suggests 
that different segments of the population are gradually drifting 
apart. Either people work out a lot or not at all. Either they vote 
for the established political parties or they are passionate in 
their sympathies for anti-establishment parties. Either they 
consume a lot of news produced by journalists, or barely any 
at all. These distances between groups pose challenges, to 
politics and democratic institutions of course, but also to anybody 
involved in media and communication.

 How about mobile? Isn’t the explosion in anything related to 
mobile a megatrend of its own? In fact, mobile is the burning  
glass where the rays of the other trends come together. 
 Needless to say mobile is tightly connected with the force of 
digitalization. It is also the most individualized media. People 
tend to use their phones almost like extensions of themselves. 
 Mobile is also closely related to post-materialism. Post-
materialism is the transformation of individual values from 
physical and economic to new individual values of autonomy 
and self-expression. The phone itself is physical of course, 
but its content is not. The selfie taken with the phone, the 
social media post containing the selfie and all the likes that it 
gathers, are great examples of non-material entities that are 
considered important by a lot of people. We shall begin with 
looking at some trends related to mobile usage.

40 PER CENT PAYING WITH THEIR MOBILE
It is said that people are more likely to return home if they forget 
their mobile in the morning, than if they forget their wallet. 
Wouldn’t it be great if the mobile in fact was the wallet? As 
it turns out, that is becoming reality. As recently as 2012 less 
than 10 per cent of Swedes had used their mobile to pay for 
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something. Now 40 per cent has, and the growth exceeds all 
previous curves for mobile functionality.
 When asking people to estimate when they started to use 
their mobile phone for different things asides talking in it, we 
identify three developmental waves. Most functions – like 
surfing, using maps, streaming music – took off in the second 
wave beginning in 2007. Using the phone as alarm clock and 
phone book makes up the first wave that started long before 
phones were equipped with touchscreens. And using the 
phone to pay for things instead of cash or cards is taking off in 
a third wave beginning only in the last two or three years.
 Interestingly the third wave is growing steeper than any of 
the earlier waves. It took many years for the mobile to replace 
the pocket camera or the paper calendar. It will take years for 
the mobile to replace cash and cards too. But fewer years. The 
speed of change is increasing. This is one of the fundamental 
laws of digitalization.

STILL OLD INFRASTRUCTURE
When digging into how mobile phones are used in payment 
situation, it is apparent that the old infrastructure with bank 
payments and credit cards is still lurking in the background. 
A lot of people are accessing sites online with their phone to 
buy things. But the actual payment method is often still of the 
same kind as it has always been on the Internet. 
 The one explosive exception is Swish that has claimed a 
strong position in short time. Swish is different in the sense 
that it sits more closely integrated with the phone itself and 
that it actually replaces the credit card. Swish has three million 
registered users in Sweden with its 10 million inhabitants. 
Swish is owned by the Swedish banks and has only been 
around for two and a half year.
 This study clearly identifies mobile payments as an area 
about to explode. The majority of Swedes also think cash will 
eventually disappear altogether. Two out of five Swedes think 
this will happen within the next ten years. Ten years is a long 
time, but considering that cash has been around for more than 
2,500 years, we are talking about truly disruptive development.
 In The Swedish Time Use Survey, conducted by Statistics 
Sweden, one of the areas that is increasing most dramatically, 
 taking up more and more of our time, is workout. This is another 
field where many of the megatrends come together. Caring 
about one’s own body is a typical post-materialist value that 
also trends hand in hand with the concept of individualization.
 Generally a majority of Swedes work out regularly. The 
difference between young and old also indicates that this is 
an area where something is happening. Most young Swedes 
work out between monthly and weekly. Older segments tend 
to either work out even more often, or not at all. Consequently 
this too is an area of gradual polarization.
 The world of workout and exercise also touches  digitalization.  

Almost a third of Swedes use a mobile app to help them man-
age their training. These days we talk a lot about big data, but 
there is a parallel explosion in tiny data. People engaged in 
sports such as running often turn themselves into statistics, 
keeping track of their heartbeat, pace and steps per distance. 
A lot of people that haven’t yet started also express interest 
in using technical equipment like fitness trackers, workout 
bracelets, pulse watches etc.
 We believe, acknowledging that fitness and workout are 
close to the center of trend development, is important for the 
understanding of where we are heading. It drives technology 
towards the next generation of connected devices; it goes hand in 
hand with general health trends. And as anything really trendy it 
creates gaps between those that are in and those that are out.

WOMEN ARE TEXTING MORE
Technological evolution also changes how we communicate 
with each other. Wearables and the Internet of Things will 
surely only broaden the palette. In Sweden, according to our 
survey, mobile phone is by far the most used technology for 
interpersonal communication. But other channels are used 
as well and here too the differences between groups are big 
and growing. For women texting on the mobile is considered 
a more important means of communication than talking on 
it. For men it’s the other way around. For young people social 
media and messenger apps are more used than landline 
phones. This is not the case for people over 50. People over 50 

What services do you use and prefer for mobile payments?
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also place greater importance on email and less on texting.
 One megatrend – often attributed to the young generations 
– is the idea of post-materialism. We hear anecdotes of ten-
year-olds that when asked what they wish for their birthday 
cannot come up with anything if they already have a mobile 
phone. All they really need is inside that phone anyway. In this 
study, even on the total population level, we note that only 
one in five claim they want something material for their next 
birthday. It is far more common to wish for some kind of experience 
or event, like a concert or a night on the town.
 Post-materialism should not be confused with asceticism. 
Not having to worry too much about economy is considered a 
basic condition for caring less about the material aspects of life. A 
kid that doesn’t have shoes, clothes, a bicycle, or a mobile phone 
for that matter, probably wouldn’t find it so hard to come up with 
something to put on the wish list for the next birthday.

OVERCONSUMPTION  A THREAT
But there is also an environmental side to the post-materialist 
trend. Our surveys show many Swedes identify over-consumption 
as a threat to the Earth and its future. As part of that we see, 
for example, that second-hand shopping is a very popular 
phenomenon. This today is a highly digitalized activity with 
Schibsted media at the very core of the market. The study 
also identifies a growing tendency to use digital services 
where the company behind doesn’t have a warehouse full of 
things to sell. It is often noted that Spotify doesn’t own records, 

Uber doesn’t own cars and Airbnb doesn’t own houses.
 This study clearly identifies this propensity towards indulging 
in consumption without really contributing to manufacturing. 
We note that this attitude – and the sharing economy that 
goes with it – belongs primarily among the young and well-
educated in the urban areas. This is the target group where 
early adopters of new trends are commonly found.
 The research findings presented in this text are just a few 
examples from the surveys regularly carried out by Schibsted. 
There are of course numerous findings in this data, high and 
low. We note that, on average Swedes think that self-driving 
cars will be on Swedish roads in eight and a half years, that 
27 per cent shop for groceries online but that only six per cent 
does it on a regular basis, that certain demographic segments 
show a rapidly growing interest in security for themselves and 
their loved ones, and much more.

READ THE FULL REPORT ON: 
schibsted.com/futurereport

ABOUT THE STUDY
The survey was conducted within Schibsted/Inizio Opinion 
panel that mirrors the Swedish population of 16 years and older. 
Surveys are carried out every day in this context. During the 
period 10-29 July, in total 4,096 respond ents participated in 
surveys specifically around trends and the future.
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KARIN NELSSON
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PASSIONATE ABOUT:  The future of market and 
opinion research as a tool for truly  
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Second hand shopping by day and time.

         
                                
               

         

Main reasons for second 
hand shopping.Second hand shopping by gender and age.
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From 31 trillion 2014 to 100 trillion 2019. That’s how much 
analysts expect the number of messages to grow. Growth in 
pure messaging services are even expected to outpace that of 
ordinary social media apps in the coming years, according to 
some.  
“Messaging is one of the strongest trends right now, around 
four to six of the top-ten most downloaded apps globally are 
messaging apps,” says Christian Printzell Halvorsen, Chief  
Product Officer at Schibsted Classified Media. 
 So what’s behind this explosion? One answer is the wish to 
separate different kinds of communication.
“Users don’t use only one messaging app, they keep two, three, 
or four, and they use them to various types of communication 
depending on their specific needs,” notes Christian Printzell 
Halvorsen.
 He and other observers of the business of messaging see a 
future where users have to evaluate a whole array of messaging 
apps to see which ones best suit their specific needs, often 
coinciding with the ones that friends and family use.
 Like a friend of mine. To her, and a growing number of other 
professionals, messaging apps and social networks have long 
evolved from extensions of personality and hobbies to fine-

tuned marketing tools. While social media, like Facebook and 
Instagram is carefully tuned to portray a perfect image, private 
conversations are kept on Snapchat or Facebook Messenger, 
not to mix the two. Some may even keep conversations with 
family and friends on one or two apps, channel work matters 
through a third, using a fourth and fifth as advertising boards. 

ADDING BUILT-IN SERVICES
But many messaging apps are also quickly evolving into 
everyday-utilities, with built-in services.
 Mobile payments is already an important part of the mes-
saging app community, and it’s growing. Alongside with the 
booming trend for mobile communication are numerous at-
tempts by banks and tech companies, such as Apple, to once 
and for all have us abandoning our wallets and start paying 
for food and send money between accounts with our smart-
phones. We can already send money via Facebook Messenger, 
and  Snapchat launched Snapcash last November, enabling 
 peer-to-peer payments between friends.
“The feature to send money is being built into almost all of 
these messaging apps,” says Printzell Halvorsen. “Look at the 
classifieds business for example, where a user easily can order 

THE UNIVERSE OF  
MESSAGING

PEOPLE

At the dawn of time there was email – the actual definition of an Internet 
killer app. As the mobile phone rose to prominence shortly thereafter, we    
got text messages, or SMS. Today, the number of messaging apps is exploding. 
Whether we want to build our brand or use new services, it’s a jungle.   
Future Report asked Christian Printzell Halvorsen, Schibsted’s own expert 
on the subject, what to make of it all.
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a new product, change an order or pay for it via the smartphone.”
 Other services like e-commerce, breaking news stories, 
booking tickets and managing reservations are all part of what 
experts see as the real new trend in messaging. 
“App owners are opening up their platforms so that others 
can build new services around the messaging feature,” says 
Christian Printzell Halvorsen. “What we get are different sorts 
of B2C (Business to Consumer) solutions that make it easier 
for companies to communicate with their customers.” 
 This creates an environment where we can ditch other mobile 
services simply because their features are now included in one 
or several messaging apps. 
 What if, for example, your news, financial transactions, your 
business contacts, time schedule and calendar were rounded 
up in one or two applications on your favorite gadget? 
 Or all services in one app. In China this is happening. Within 
the WeChat app you can reach numerous services that are part 
of a digital ecosystem. From fixing your nails to ordering a cab.

AN ASSISTANT OF YOUR OWN
Users want things to be simple, but simplicity can also mean 
concentrating multiple features and services into a few, 
 optimized apps. 
 And speaking of easy.  What if you had an assistant in your 
messaging app? That’s what Facebook recently announced. 
M is a personal assistant built into Messenger that can buy 
things, deliver gifts, make reservations or arrange travel if you 
send a request. These requests will then be fulfilled either 
through artificial intelligence or manual work by a staff of 
people and it’s part of a larger trend often called “conversa-
tional commerce”. 
 As far as data traffic goes, the number of messages is 
forecasted to double by 2019, according to a June report by 
Juniper Research. The growing trend is driven largely by popular 
apps like Facebook’s WhatsApp and Line, one of Japan’s leading 
mobile messaging services.
 For app makers, depressingly enough, revenues and profits 
are not likely to increase at nowhere near the same rate. In terms 
of revenues, according to Juniper’s calculation, the messaging 
market as a whole will actually decline in the next four years 
to 112.9 billion USD in 2019, down from 113.5 billion USD in 
2014.
“My guess, though, is that regular text messaging is included in 
these numbers. The underlying trend is a strong shift from 
telecom operators to new apps,” Printzell Halvorsen notes.
 This hasn’t frightened off neither small nor large players. 
The all-mighty Facebook, awash with profits, has been using 
massive amounts of cash to buy up competitors within the hot 
messaging business. In 2014 it spent a staggering 19 billion 
USD to acquire WhatsApp, which continues to pile up hefty 
losses. On the other hand, statistics indicate that WhatsApp is 

leading the global messaging race with some 800 million users, 
followed by Facebook messenger and Chinese instant messag-
ing service QQ Mobile as the top three competing messaging 
apps, although the numbers are somewhat sketchy. 
“Facebook and others can either win the marketplace, or  
buy the competition. They’re buying these companies that ride 
the wave, but it’s not investments that they intend to grow,” 
Tech Analyst Jeff Kagan says, adding, “Except once in a while. 
If you put enough quarters into the slot machine, you’re gonna 
get a jackpot. But most of these investments are wasted.”

EXPLORING DIFFERENT PATHS
Other apps operating in the twilight zone between messaging and 
social media are exploring different paths to fame and fortune. If 
you sign up for an account with Path, for example, the social 
media app founded by former Facebook manager Dave Morin 
in 2010, you’re not likely to find many friends if you’re Swedish, 
Norwegian or even American. 
 In Indonesia, however, it’s another story. Limiting the 
maximum number of followers to 150, the Path’s idea is to 
build close-knit and small online communities of trustworthy 
followers. That concept never earned much traction in places 
like Europe or the United States. But somehow people in 
Southeast Asia, and especially Indonesians, found the prospect 
intriguing, so much so that the country now holds the largest 
number of Path users anywhere.
 Path and others have yet to figure out how to profit from its 
growing user base. 
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CHRISTIAN PRINTZELL HALVORSEN
Chief Product Manager at SCM Barcelona

Some app developers choose to go big in the financial markets, 
hoping investors will keep the company floating until a profitable 
business model emerges. In May 2015 reports came that Line 
is preparing for a dual listing of its stock in Tokyo and New 
York. Owned by a Korean search portal, Naver, Line boasts 
205 million users and seeks to challenge Facebook’s WhatsApp. 
Line is making money, too, charging users for games and per-
sonalized icons to spice up their conversations. The company 
has doubled its revenues in one year.
 Still others are betting that what we want is content and 
that partnerships with credible content providers will provide 
the much-needed positive cash flow. 
 In 2013, Evan Spiegel, the CEO of Snapchat, turned down an 
alleged offer from Facebook to acquire the company for 3 billion 
USD. At the time, Snapchat had no revenues, much less prof-
its.
 Spiegel’s move was widely regarded as the stupidest business 
decision of the year. In the beginning of 2015, though, people 
stopped laughing as Snapchat launched a new feature called 
Discover. In it, eleven media companies – including CNN, 
Comedy Central, Cosmopolitan and National Geographic – 
are given an open channel into Snapchat’s users, many of 
whom are teenagers (around 70 per cent of all Americans 
between 18 and 29 use Snapchat, according to Cowen, an 
analysis firm), where editors post daily video clips and stories.
 In an instant, Snapchat had created a new advertising market 
worth millions with an audience consisting almost solely of 
the coveted teenagers. The publishers in Discovery sell their 
own ads, handing over a small percentage to Snapchat.
 Suddenly, Snapchat’s valuation well north of 10 billion USD 
seemed to make a little more sense.
 Of course, Snapchat still runs the risk of losing its appeal 
among its current young user base, notes Rebecca Lieb, an 
analyst at Altimeter Group.
 ”Snapchat is the darling this year, but how about next year, 
when the novelty wears off,” Lieb says to Businessweek. ”It’s 
not sustainable”.

BECOMING A BIGGER PART OF OUR EVERYDAY LIFE
Yet, the idea of connecting users of messaging services with 
high-quality content may seem like a win-win deal for both social 
media firms and media companies. Over at Facebook, business 
developers this year have engaged media companies to actually 
start hosting some of their content, like stories, videos and 
photos, rather than just linking to them. ”Instant Articles” was 
formally announced by Facebook in May, featuring deals with 
nine publishers – including The Guardian, NBC News, the New 
York Times, the Atlantic and Buzzfeed.
 And while not a messaging service, Spotify, the Swedish 
music streaming company, took a step similar to Snapchat’s 
in May when it launched a revamped version of its app, featur-

ing video content, podcasts and other types of media from 
well-known sources like the BBC, alongside with music.
 By becoming a bigger part of our everyday life, Snapchat, 
Facebook and others clearly hope that money will follow.
 But there is another reason behind these companies 
interest in our messages. The trick they’re trying to pull off, 
Printzell Halvorsen explains, is to funnel massive amounts of 
user data into advanced marketing, providing the delivery of 
tailored ads and enabling for other businesses to build their 
own, unique solutions based on the messaging platform.
“The insight Facebook gets into their users’ behavior is quite 
formidable,” he says. “They know exactly what people com-
municate about, and they can use that information in ads 
solutions, for example.”
 That has raised privacy concerns, but so far hasn’t stopped 
especially teenagers to dive head-first into the widening selection 
of mobile communication solutions.

KEEPING UP  — A FULL-TIME JOB
One thing is clear – keeping up with all new messaging apps is 
fast becoming a full-time job.
 Hardware can provide some relief. LG, Samsung and Apple 
are all selling wearable watch-like gadgets that help sorting 
through inboxes and alert users when someone seeks contact. 
Without doubt, life becomes a little easier when a quick glance 
on your watch is enough to determine if a new mail, text or 
Instagram post require your attention. 
 By using built-in speech recognition software, it’s now pos-
sible to dictate a reply by just talking to the gadget. Provided, 
of course, that being seen in public talking to your watch 
doesn’t embarrass you.
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“What we get are different sorts of B2C  
solutions that make it easier for companies 
to communicate with their customers.” 

CHRISTIAN PRINTZELL HALVORSEN
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“There is no harder riddle to solve in 
politics than reaching young Americans 
who are very interested in the future 
of their country but don’t engage with 
traditional news,” a former advisor to 
President Barack Obama told the New 
York Times earlier this year. “Snapchat 
may have just made it a whole lot 
easier to solve this riddle.” The article 
posed the question: “Will 2016 be the 
Snapchat election?” – a question much 
debated since. 

100 MILLION USERS
First launched under the coy name 
“Picaboo”, Snapchat may have begun 
as a sexting app for teenagers. But as 
other ephemeral messaging apps have 
waned or died, Snapchat has continued 
to grow. Today, only four years after its 
launch, Snapchat has become a behe-
moth that neither publishers nor politi-
cians can afford to ignore.  Snapchat 
attracts more than 60 per cent of 
American smartphone users between 
13 and 34 years old. It has 100 million 
active users, and gets more than three 
billion video views every day. 
 Given those overwhelming num-
bers, political candidates wanting to 
expand their base, especially among 

first-time voters, have quickly jumped 
on the  platform. And the company itself 
clearly sees opportunity in political adver-
tising. “Snapchat is all about stories, and 
political ads have become an important 
part of our nation’s storytelling,” the 
company said recently. “But political 
advertising that appears on Snapchat 
has to be right for our users.”

A PLAYFUL APPROACH
Being “right” means being more fun, and 
several presidential candidates have 
tried a more playful approach on  
Snapchat with varying degrees of 
success. This summer, for example, 
the  Republican candidate Rand Paul 
posted a short video in which he took a 
chainsaw to the United States tax code, 
shredding the sizable document to the 
soundtrack of the Star-Spangled Banner. 
 Hillary Clinton has also been 
 “snapping” and even joked recently 
about the fact that Snapchat content isn’t 
permanent. Referring to the controversy 
surrounding her use of a private server 
for emails during her time as Secretary 
of State, Clinton quipped: “You may have 
seen that I recently launched a Snapchat 
account? I love it,” she said. “Those 
messages disappear all by themselves.”

It’s a joke – but it’s also one of the 
platform’s main qualities. While diaries, 
photo albums and social platforms 
such as Facebook and Instagram are 
places for carefully edited posts about 
one’s self and life, Snapchat embraces 
the ephemeral. “Snaps” are no more 
than ten seconds long and disappear 
after 24 hours, removing the fear that 
the shared content – explicit or not – 
will come back to haunt you. As the 
company writes, in a subtle dig at the 
competition: “Snaps are a reflection of 
who you are in the moment – there is no 
need to curate an everlasting persona.”

IMMEDIATE AND INTIMATE
Impermanence means some degree of 
privacy, and for a generation who has 
grown up under surveillance – online 
and in real life – that’s compelling. 
Snapchat is a space where you can do 
and say silly things – and likely not be 
held accountable later. (Though it is, of 
course, possible to screenshoot snaps.)
 It’s impermanent but also immedi-
ate and intimate, allowing anyone to 
instantly share video and live moments 
to a huge audience without the filter 
of other networks. The result is at 
times silly, at times profound, but often 

SNAPPING
ALL THE WAY TO THE WHITE HOUSE

Teenagers know it, and so does Hillary Clinton – Snapchat is a must. 60 per cent 
of Americans between 13 and 34 years are using the app, and several American 
presidential candidates are doing the same to get their message out to first-time 
voters. The challenge is to catch their attention in the right way, says Louise Roug 
from Mashable.
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compelling. It feels like a conversation 
among friends, peppered with short 
videos, photos, stickers and emojis. 
 Users can navigate between three 
different “screens” – one for messag-
ing with your friends, one that show-
cases public stories and Discover – the 
platform’s news partnerships with 
carefully selected publishers that in the 
U.S. include BuzzFeed, the Daily Mail, 
Cosmopolitan, CNN and Mashable. 
 Mashable started publishing stories 
on the platform early on, and that’s paid 
off in terms of building a loyal audience. 
For the team that’s devoted to creating 
the animation, motion graphics and 
other multimedia for the Snapchat 
Discover channel, the strategy is simple: 
Be creative, authentic and always ask 
yourself, “how can we best get, and 
keep, audience attention on this on-the-
go platform”?
 In 2008, Barack Obama famously 
used Facebook to mobilize younger 
voters, which paid off at the polls, and 
infused his campaign with a sense of 
vigor. In terms of the 2016 election, any 
candidate – or publisher – who wants to 
reach younger, tech-savvy voters will 
have to develop a Snapchat strategy 
that’s engaging and distinctly different 
than the one-directional messages on 

television networks and older social 
platforms since the absence of a 
“stream” means that, ultimately, users 
have to come to you.

DESIGNED FOR MOBILE
“You have to take someone out of the 
conversation they’re having with their 
friends,” says Claire Wardle, Research 
Director at the Tow Center for Digital 
Journalism at Columbia University. 
Wardle believes the platform is interest-
ing because it has shown what content 
designed specifically for mobile can look 
like, suggesting how traditional events 
such as Iowa State Fair, one of the earliest 
political events of the U.S. presidential 
campaign season, can be covered in 
more compelling ways. “It really made 
what should be a dull political event 
look interesting,” she says. 
 For publishers, the platform presents 
both an opportunity and a challenge. 
While it’s a place 
to meet new audi-
ences, it’s still a 
closed system 
that doesn’t 
allow news orga-
nizations to link 
back to their own 
sites. In other 

words, success on Snapchat doesn’t 
necessarily translate into audiences    
“at home.”
 Another challenge is that Snapchat 
shares little demographic data and that, 
unlike Facebook where publishers and 
politicians can target content, it’s all but 
impossible to get Xads or stories in front of 
particular users. As Wired recently wrote: 
“Snapchat’s entire business model is built 
around keeping user data private, a fact 
one Republican digital strategist called 
’antithetical to advertising’.” (Snapchat’s 
CEO Evan Spiegel once described targeted 
ads as “creepy”.)
 But perhaps the most significant 
challenge of them all, whether you’re 
a publisher or a politician, is to create 
content that’s informative – yet at the 
same time fun and engaging. 
 As Wardle puts it: “You don’t want to 
come across as the dad dancing at the 
wedding.”

LOUISE ROUG
Global News Editor, Mashable 
RELATION WITH SCHIBSTED: Joined us for a 
seminar at Schibsted Journalism Awards 2015
PASSIONATE ABOUT:  How digital can make us 
more creative storytellers 
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The figth to win young Americans votes in the upcoming election has made Snapchat an 
interesting channel for presidential candidates. Hillary Clinton is one trying it out – she has 
even made a joke about the fact that massages disappear on Snapchat.
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1. DECLINING LINEAR VIEWING
Viewing figures in the Swedish linear 
TV-market has decreased with nearly 
10 per cent the last three years and is 
estimated to keep dwindling1. UK, US 
and many other countries experience 
the same negative development. 

2. CONSUMERS CONSTANTLY  
CONNECTED 
A US survey shows that 40 per cent of 
the population are always connected 
and never unplug from their technical 
devices2. One out of four have experi-
enced something unfortunate such as 
dropping the phone in the toilet or walking 
into a pole while on the phone3.

3. ON-DEMAND VIEWING
78 per cent of adults, and 90 per cent   
of those under age 39, use on-demand 
TV-viewing, and 62 per cent binge watch 
content4. Netflix increases by over four 
million subscribers per quarter this year 
– and has yet to enter China…5

4. MOBILE BECOMES OUTSTANDING 
NUMBER ONE
This year there are more devices with 
mobile connection than people on 
earth6. Mobile video consumption has 
increased with 71 per cent since 2012 

and 16–34 year olds spend more than 
half of their total viewing time on a 
mobile device7.  

5. QUALITY CONTENT INCREASINGLY 
EXPENSIVE 
Broadcasting rights for The Premier 
League sold for 5.136 billion GBP for the 
coming three years which is more than 
10 million GBP per game  – and 71 per 
cent more expensive than the last deal8.

6. MORE VIRAL AND PRIVATELY  
PRODUCED CONTENT 
The top list of most viral videos 2014 
ranges from professional initiatives 
like Disney’s invite to record a “Let it 
go”-cover to boost their film ”Frost” to 
privately produced content such as “tiny 
hamster eats tiny burritos”9 But there 
is also numerous example of news 
spreading. The latest example – the 
picture of the three-year-old drowned 
boy Alan Kurdi. 

7. USE OF A SECOND SCREEN 
 BECOMES STANDARD
87 per cent of consumers have a habit 
of using more than one device at a time  
– 35 per cent of device usage is simulta-
neous – and 62 per cent of the content 
is unrelated11. 

8. GROWING AD AVOIDANCE  
AMONG CONSUMERS
Adblocking globally grew by 41 per 
cent  from August 2014 to August 
2015 – there are now 198 million active 
adblock users in the world – numbers 
are before iOS released its AdBlocker12. 

9. PIRACY – AS HARD TO KILL  
AS A LERNEAN HYDRA
Almost a quarter of all Internet traffic 
is estimated to be infringing copyright13. 
When Game of Thrones season four was 
released, one million illegal downloads 
took place – in half a day, and 32 million 
downloads in a week14. 

10. WILLINGNESS TO PAY  
FOR QUALITY ONLINE
Since 2012 the number of people willing 
to pay for accessing TV content on any 
device has increased by 25 per cent15.  
Online streaming services will in a few 
years become the biggest contributor 
to the American filmed entertainment 
industry, as the revenue generated by 
online-TV and subscription video on-
demand providers reaches almost 14 
billion USD, 1.6 billion USD more than 
the amount earned from the traditional 
cinema box office16.

Source: BlueCarrot  1) MMS  2) CivicScience, 2014  3) News1130 Survey  4) Accenture Pulse of Media 2015  5) Forbes: Netflix soars on subscriber growth  6) Cisco Visual Networking Index: Global Mobile Data Traffic Forecast Update 
2014–2019  7) Ericsson Consumer Lab  8) BBC.com Business  9) Time: Viral Videos  10) Accenture Pulse of Media 2015  11) MillwardBrown  12) PageFair: The 2015 Ad Blocking Report  13) Globalnews.ca  14) Globalpost.com   
15) Ericsson Consumer Lab  16) TheVerge.com

New habits and behaviors are revolutionizing TV. No one really knows where it’s 
going. But there are some trends that might be of help. Together with the research 
company Blue Carrot we’ve listed ten.

PEOPLE

TELEVISION
THE WAY WE WATCH

PEOPLE
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I was there when television had its breakthrough in Sweden.   
The days of black and white. One, just one TV channel.  Broadcasts 
starting at 6PM and ending 11PM. Yes, such a time actually 
existed even if it was a long time ago. This was the 1950s.
 I watched Sweden winning a silver medal in the Football 
World Cup. On TV. It was almost surreal. If my parents, who 
proudly put the TV mahogany cabinet in the living room, had 
been alive they would have found the TV of our time even 
more surreal. 
 At the time there were two TV channels. Along came color, 
even if certain features in the news program Aktuellt were 
black and white for a long time. Advertising was prohibited. 
Not until the 1980s did the satellites and the satellite dishes 
arrive. The political opposition was massive. But the TV viewers 
wanted to watch more and anyone who bought a really big 
dish could choose from more than 20 channels.
 Focusing on Sweden it was the industrialist Jan Stenbeck 
who crushed the Swedish TV monopoly. He started TV3 and 
bought the Hockey World Cup. Sweden, that had enjoyed 
peace for 200 years, experienced a state of war, a real TV war. 
The pros and cons of Stenbeck split the nation into two camps. 
But the outcome was a given. The consumers, those watching had 
had their appetite for more TV whetted. New TV. So history 
moved on to the next breakthrough: TV4. Terrestrial, commer-
cially financed, TV reaching everyone.

 I left SVT (Swedish public service TV) for TV4 and threw 
myself out into a changing world. After a couple of years TV4 
had become Sweden’s largest TV channel. And there were 
many channels. With a new broadcasting technique from analog 
to digital the content just exploded. Distributors such as Boxer, 
Comhem, Viasat, Canal Digital and Telia could eventually offer 
hundreds of channels. The number 500 was reached in beginning 
of the 2000s.

GREATER CHALLENGES THAN EVER
Why am I telling you all this? What has history to do with 
the present? Well, because if someone thinks that much has 
happened and that there has been a big drama this is nothing 
compared to what is going on today. Explosion and revolution 
and all the catsup coming out of the bottle in one go. Any ex-
pression meaning quick and dramatic change is correct to use 
for what is going on now. And the challenges for the media 
houses are greater than ever. Which is the best way forward?
When digitalization came and the old analog network was dis-
mantled, everybody knew that it would mean a sharp increase 
in the number of linear channels. That is in fact what happened. 
All TV houses increased their output and international opera-
tors were given space in the Nordic market. Today it is more 
 difficult. It is also increasingly the wishes and needs of the 
consumers that decide the direction in a totally new fashion. 

CONTENT
IS ON THE MOVE!

We can get it anywhere at any time. Moving content is a whole new game 
and the war to win the viewers hearts is on. Jan Scherman from Aftonbladet  
TV believes that experimenting, taking risks and following the users 
closely is the way to go. 
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In online TV the wishes and needs of consumers decide the direction in a totally new fashion. 
Aftonbladet TV produces a range of different programs, Brottscentralen (Crime Center) being one.
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Aftonbladet has laid down its strategy. It rests on a number of pillars:

• Aftonbladet as the primary news source with lots of live broad-
casting. We are there as it happens and where it happens!

• Programs that keep stories going and in-depth coverage. For 
example we produce Aftonbladet Morgon (Aftonbladet 
Morning), Brottscentralen (Crime Center) and Alla Pratar 
Väder (Everybody is Talking About the Weather). We do Party 
Leaders’ Debates and extensive live coverage of major events.

• Stand-alone programs with a clear focus on younger people 
that we have put under the umbrella brand Boom. Here you 
find titles such as Relationsjuryn (The Relations Jury), Älskade 
Unge (Darling Kid) or 53 Snabba (53 quick ones). Here are the 
new, young and entertaining presenters.

• Seasonal programs, often with a clear interest focus: 
Health, exercise, food, fashion, travel and everything 
that catches different popular subjects. The titles of the 
 programs change with the seasons of the year.

• Viral material, e.g. lists and clips from all over the world.

• Developing the business model. How much advertising? 

Where and when? And how do we build more conceptual 
solutions when it comes to the financing of new features? 
The program Sommargrillen (Summer Barbecue) has obvious 
sponsors and so has Hårdträning (Tough Training).

• More analysis. And still more. We will be better than linear 
TV in giving the advertisers facts about our viewers.

• Be there on all platforms. TV everywhere and all of the 
time and particularly when the viewers want it; on the 
mobile, the iPad and the computer.

• Distribute our content to more platforms than just 
 Aftonbladet. Quite a lot of Aftonbladet TV is on Spotify, 
some on YouTube. We want to be everywhere.

• Make our platforms better so that those who click and 
watch can move without friction on our surfaces and easily 
find what they are looking for.

When I came to Aftonbladet in January 2014 I brought a large 
baggage of experience from the world of TV. I had strong 
views about what Aftonbladet should be doing.  We were to be 
an own division and do more long programs; half an hour or an 
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hour. We were to start a new linear TV channel. After intense 
work we got a broadcasting license for the digital terrestrial net.

But we changed our minds and started again. Once, a 
couple of times. All of a sudden I had entered a world where 
the audience came in fast and watched even faster. Short 
clips and bang on to the most important straight away. That’s 
how the mobile, the iPad and the computer work.

We stopped bothering with the TV channel and chiseled 
out another strategy. There was no schedule. There were 
shorter programs, more programs on more topics, more 
changes of programs, integration with social media, close 
cooperation with the ads sales, more conceptual deals, more 
distribution etc. And we now work in cooperation with the 
news desk. Close to each other. Away with the silo thinking!

 
FIRES EVERYWHERE  
In the old days when there was black and white, and some 
color, we talked about campfires. Almost four million people 
were watching when the Swedish hockey team played against 
the Soviet Union in the Hockey World Cup. Today there are 
fires every here and there: On Aftonbladet TV, on YouTube, 
Twitter or Snapchat. And the TV stories are being shared left 
and right. That’s how the new campfires are formed.

In earlier times news was only broadcasted at fixed hours. 
We are now broadcasting live all the time. We can count over 
1,000 live broadcasts a year. Several a day. And we go live 
immediately. It took us a minute to put out the news about the 
Boston bombing in April 2013. The broadcast then went on 
for 20 hours. The terror bombing in Paris in January 2015; the 
same swiftness followed by in-depth coverage.  Regardless 
as to whether it is about a hunt for submarines in Sweden or 
dramatic events abroad, Aftonbladet TV is almost always first.

We are constantly renewing the program output. In the 
autumn of 2014 Aftonbladet TV started a live morning talk 
show, several hours long. In a short time it has altered our 
morning routines and we can use the reporting in the news 
flow during the whole day. Every day Aftonbladet Morgon 
draws an average of 450,000 video starts. 
 Aftonbladet is growing. We have increased the daily average 
of video starts by close to 30 per cent. We have increased our 
revenues by almost as much.

Well, yes, there are lots of figures. In August 2015, according to 
Orvesto Internet, Aftonbladet had on average 879,000 viewers per 
day. That means we are the sixth largest TV channel in Sweden!

Feeling, will, passion and engagement are ever more 
 important parts of the future. To dare, to take risks is part of 
the way to success. A way of working that eventually helps 
you discover the right way.

I am sure we will have more remakes and changes of strategy. 
Doing things wrong, adjusting the course, getting on the right track.

Nowadays I tend to say that it is not enough to say “content 
is king”. The one who knows the most about the viewers has 

a clear advantage. It is important to look around you and to 
listen, not just looking at the reports from Google analytics.  
Watch what people do when they are watching the big TV 
screen; they are watching their mobile at the same time. What 
are people doing on the bus, on the tube, in the waiting room 
at the dentist and even in the Emergency Room? They are all 
fiddling with their mobiles. The mobile is our most important 
TV set. Far from that old mahogany piece in the living room.

For us, all these everyday observations serve as guidance. 
Aftonbladet TV is swiftness when it happens, where it happens. 
In-depth is us. Entertainment is us. And not least, we are an 
ever more important part of the mind-boggling diversity that 
Aftonbladet has represented for so long. 
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JAN SCHERMAN
Head of  Business Area, Aftonbladet TV
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 1.5
PASSIONATE ABOUT:  Obsessed by updating 
myself on news on all available platforms.  
And  a passionate sausage lover.

NUMBER OF CONSUMERS OF 

ONLINE TV 
IN THE UNITED STATES
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We all want to be let in on what’s going on. This last decade’s great change in media 
has taken this to a whole new level. As media users we can be present every where, 
at all times, and we no longer accept being treated as spectators from the outside. 
Nora Thorp Bjørnstad, News Anchor and Reporter at VGTV, gives her view on how 
to take the users safely, well-informed and moved – inside the news. 

MOVING
STORYTELLING

PEOPLE

Nora on assignment in Sotsji, Belarus. WIBEKE NORD HAUGLAND to the right.

In this age of smartphones, Snapchat, 
Vimeo, Periscope and video blogs, anyone 
can report on screen. 
 You too probably have, or will. 
When you find yourself in the middle of 
something that catches the media’s eye, 
whether you’re a reporter yourself, or just 
happen to be at the right (or wrong…) 
place at the right time, chances are 
you’ll be caught on camera. 
  I quit a job at the flagship news 
program of Norway’s state broadcaster, 
NRK, to join the building up of what is 
best described as a cheeky little brother 
on the national media scene; VGTV. 
No one could tell us for sure what this 
was going to become. And most of 
us still don’t know. What we do know 
is that the only way of meeting the 
current shift in paradigms in media is to 
be flexible, curious, and adaptable.  The 
traditional TV broadcasters still have a 
  set of expectations from their audience 
that makes them stick to a certain 
format. My experience is that starting 
on the other side; online, gives a great 
advantage when the shifting habits of 
the users is what controls the market. 
 But in competition with the massive 
amount of talking selfies out there, how 
do you stand out as a communicator? 
How do you make people care about 
what you want to tell them? This is my 
humble insight to how: 

SHOW, DON’T TELL: Let the viewers 
see for themselves. The point of live 
video reporting is images. Some, you 
will have to create yourself by explaining. 
But when you can, let the viewers see 
what you want to communicate.  And 
remember; for those watching, a picture 
will always win over words. So make 
sure your  story begins with the images 
you show. 

YOU NEED TO MOVE: The age of a 
humongous film camera bolted to 
the ground is over. This only gives 
the audience a limited insight in what 
goes on. Take your audience with you. 
Make them see all the things that 

catch your eye. In terms of access to 
actual i mpressions, information and 
knowledgeable sources, you are very 
privileged to be on site. So be generous; 
Make the viewers feel like they have 
this access, too. 

LOOK INTERESTED: Act interested. 
Otherwise, I guarantee   you that your 
audience won’t be. Remember, you’re 
doing this live report because there’s a 
story to tell. There’s no point in telling it 
if people don’t listen. 

KEEP IT SHORT: The world of news 
content is moving fast. Very few people 
have minutes to spare if what you have 
to say doesn’t interest them. Com-
pressing your story will challenge you 
to see what the actual story is about. 
That often makes it a more attractive 
story, and you will certainly reach more 
people that way. 

MAKE IT WARM: Just as static, stiff 
cameras are passé, so are stiff bodies. 
Make sure you’re warm when reporting, 
to avoid looking like a frozen popsicle 
with high shoulders. That is not a confi-
dent communicator. 

SAY IT SIMPLE: It is literally Chinese 
fortune cookie philosophy, but this 
little note I found one evening dining at 
the local Beijing Palace, struck me as 
some good advice on how to report live 
in an engaging manner. Do not try to 
impress the viewers with fancy words or 
phrasing. That goes for both reporters 
and the sources you interview. The only 
thing you achieve is alienating those 
who don’t understand. And you want to 
reach out to as many as possible. 
 Compared 
to the other TV 
channels, we are 
few and new. This 
could be a chal-
lenge, but ends 
up giving us great 
advantages: The 
viewers of online 

TV don’t expect the same from us as 
from the traditional broadcasters we 
compete against. They accept a product 
that’s rougher, less polished, less 
formal. But then again: it’s authentic. 
We can focus on efficiency, rather than 
vanity. This makes us work faster and 
often reach site first. 
 Another advantage of being relatively 
“new”; As a media house that mainly 
consisted of print journalists a few 
years ago, the video way to break a 
story is still seen with the excitement of 
something new. That means a wonder-
fully enthusiastic attitude to contributing. 
Everyday we grow stronger, better, 
inspired by this excitement of entre-
preneurs. And before you know it, the 
flexibility live reporting online makes 
you strike gold.

FACTS VGTV
 Moving images have never been 
as popular among media con-
sumers as they are today.  In 2014 
VG took a significant step-up on 
online video, and also launched 
a linear TV-channel. The staff 
expanded from 31 to 60. Breaking 
news is core, as well as entertain-
ment driven actuality programs 
and high quality documentaries. 
VGTV experiences large growth 
in both number of viewers and 
views, and has reached 22 million 
online views per month.  In com-
parison NYT has 18 million views 
per month. 

NORA THORP BJØRNSTAD
News Anchor and Reporter, VGTV
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 1
PASSIONATE ABOUT: Stories and beautiful  
moments captured on screen
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TECHNOLOGY Technology is the backbone of all businesses that makes online visions come 
true. To these endless opportunities we’d like to add a bit of humanity, sharing 
the importance of serendipity, and reminding of simplicity.
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TREND
UPDATE
SINCE LAST YEAR’S 

FUTURE REPORT

NEW WAVE OF START-UPS  
DOING ONE THING REALLY WELL
The ongoing price war between Amazon 
Web services, Google and Microsoft 
for the dominant position in the cloud 
space, continues to bring prices down 
with new advanced offerings from the 
big players.
 At the same time the number of open 
APIs is growing, and this will continue 
to inspire 3rd party contribution on top 
of platforms operated by large players.  
There is also a new intelligent layer with 
tools emerging to orchestrate the large 
distributed computing and storage power 
of the cloud more efficiently and flexibly. 
 These trends will result in a new 
wave of “no-stack” start-ups, i.e. com- 
panies that focus on doing only one 
thing really well and use other services 
for everything else.

ALWAYS CONNECTED  
WITH SMART DEVICES  
The official release of Apple Watch 
in 2015 marked the start of wearable 
commercialization. The competition to 
become “the next operating system”  
is on between Apple, Google and 
 Microsoft. Now major high-tech players 
are starting to invest heavily into wear-
able smart devices and the numerous 
smart device projects on KickStarter 
show that the proliferation is approach-
ing, leading to exponential growth of 
applications. Smart devices will keep 
us always connected to the Internet – 
“always on” – and will therefore collect 
much more data from our daily lives. 

DATA SCIENCE – NOW FOR EVERYONE
Data science is becoming an integral 
part of product development. And more 

Is the IoT a hit and what about smart devices and the sharing economy?   
The Schibsted Products and Technology team helped us sum up some of 
the  issues that they covered in last year’s report to see what happened.
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advanced algorithms are available via 
off-the-shelf products. This enables 
companies further down in the value 
chain to use data science without 
extensive knowledge of underlying algo-
rithms and companies can better focus 
on delivering good user experience. 
 At the same time, the increasing 
attention to privacy and user aversion to 
intrusive  data collection and application 
features, fuel the usage of anti-data 
analytics. On the other hand, users will 
require better transparency about how 
their data are collected and applied. 

IOT – PERSONALIZATION  
IN THE PHYSICAL WORLD
The emerging smart home had Internet 
connectivity embedded in everyday 
objects such as light bulbs, thermostats 
and control systems to facilitate control 
and coordination among objects.
 Now the concept is getting mature 
with commercial product releases from 
GE, Philips, Sony and Xiaomi. IoT will 
see extensive usage in both enterprise 
and consumer products with smart cars 
being the next area after smart home  
to get into commercialization.
 IoT is going to vastly increase data 
available real time to business and con-
sumers, and personalization will move 
into the physical world. Different people 
might see different ads on outdoor ban-
ners – everyone having a personalized 
environment around them wherever 
they go.

THE SHARING ECONOMY  
KEEP DISRUPTING
The strong economic drivers from 
 efficiency will help the sharing economy 
models disrupt even bigger parts of the 
“ownership economy”.  Uber’s 40 billion 
USD valuation shows that the capital 
markets have strong faith in this model 
and more traditional B2C verticals 
will face competition from the sharing 
economy model. 
 More tools and supports have 
become available for building these 

products, and differentiation is the key 
to success going forward to survive. 
Some peer-to-peer platforms must 
first resolve the regulatory pushback 
(e.g. transportation permits, lodging 
tax, financial transaction oversight), 

and provide more end-to-end tools and 
services to ease individual compliance 
requirements.
  
USER CURATION AND CROSS-SCREEN 
SHOPPING IN E-COMMERCE
Customer expectations for quick delivery 
and hassle-free returns, combined with 
economies of scale, favor established 

players such as Amazon and create high 
barriers to enter the e-commerce area.
There are two long known ways to 
 differentiate from competition, and both 
still work: Focus on service – Amazon 
is pushing service to a new level with 
Prime Local Stores and Home Services. 
Focus on price – Alibaba and the hype 
of shopping directly from China proves 
that the low-price driver still works too. 
But first mover advantage helps local 
leaders win over Amazon in their local 
markets. 
 Etsy, as the sole star in niche 
e-commerce, hints that the key to suc-
cess is a discovery model powered by 
user curation, not just a niche product 
collection.
 Cross-screen shopping will soon be 
the new standard consumer behavior 
pattern, with more and more buying 
intention starting on mobile.  And the 
emergence of call-to-action ad formats 
for e-commerce with one-click buying 
can change the e-commerce dynamics 
and challenge Amazon.

IDENTIFIED WEB MORE CRUCIAL 
THAN EVER
Login and identity data are more crucial 
than ever. Behind lies the urge to deliver 
the best possible personalized services 
and offers, and the fact that cookies are 
dying as traffic moves to mobile (apps) 
and wearables. 
 Identity data is applied in social 
network and media personalization and 
targeted advertising. Large players are 
increasingly conscious to fully own it, and 
new industries, like telecom players,  
are entering the game. 
 Login also becomes more important 
to advertising, as adblocking goes main-
stream.
 On long-term a distributed identity, 
i.e. an identity solution that does not 
require one single company or institution 
as the central operator, built on the 
Blockchain infrastructure (a technology 
originated from bitcoin), might gain 
large scale traction.

TECHNOLOGY
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The very same Internet revolution that created the global village has made bumpkins of all of us.  
A system of organization, curation and recommendation of information makes each of our views 
of the Internet more and more insular. This lack of diversity makes us lose sight of the benefits of 
 serendipity that often leads to creativity and new ideas, says Professor R. Ravi who is examining 
how to design for coincidence.

SERENDIPITY
IN SEARCH OF THE HUMAN ALGORITHM

Imagine the pleasure of browsing in a large musty bookstore 
with racks of undiscovered treasures. Now imagine that all the 
books were of the category that you particularly liked. What if 
the bookstore itself was full of just your favorite authors and 
styles you enjoyed? This is the intrinsic promise of the Internet 
and its vast collection of curated and classified information. In 
fact, a precursor to the conception of the Internet by Vannevar 
Bush in his article “As we may think” particularly calls out the 
ability to navigate this maze of information using hyperlinks 
that lead to related topics.
 The sheer volume and scale of information available on the 
Internet has made categorization, indexing and searching the 
most important task, as attested by the influence and market 
power of the leading search engine company. In an attempt to 
make the information presented to a searcher more and more 
relevant, an important new feature was introduced by Google 
in 2009: search personalization.  

DIFFERENT RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT PEOPLE
What this means is that the search results for the same key-
word will be different for different people. The search results 
for “whaling” will be different for an investment banker and for 
an environmental activist, and it will also be different between 
environmental activists in Norway and the US. Mostly, the 
difference makes the results more relevant and convenient to 
sift through. A similar kind of personalized recommendations 
exist in most large repositories such as YouTube, Amazon and 
news websites. One of the promises of Schibsted’s SPiD system 
is the development of a similar personalization for logged in 
customers.
 The reason why this starts becoming problematic is articu-
lated fully in the book titled “Filter Bubble” by Eli Pariser. In 
short, personalization removes a standard frame of reference 

that is necessary for common dialogue among an informed 
populace. This is an important responsibility of journalism, 
media and information sites in a well-functioning democracy.  
 Removing the common frame of information reference puts 
each of us in our own filter-bubble creating echo chambers 
where we predominantly hear only from like-minded individuals. 
Even less noticed is the loss of the various opportunities to 
form serendipitous connections to new information which are 
important for cultivating a diversity of thought. Such a diverse 
frame of mind is an important precondition for creative invention 
which could be stifled by excessive personalization as well. 

MYOPIC RECOMMENDATION SYSTEMS
If there are so many problems with personalization, why is it 
so prevalent? The answer comes from the design decisions 
made in the crafting of the clever software systems that allow 
us to navigate through information. A common metric of effect-
iveness in navigating systems (such as search engines, recom-
mendation systems and relevance engines) is how much respon-
siveness (click-through) the automatic suggestions receive. 
 These automated machine learning systems optimize for 
presenting recommendations that have high responsiveness. 
While this is a very clear and actionable objective for the 
design of these systems, they are myopic in their scope. There 
is little understanding by the designers of these systems of 
the long-term benefits of serendipity and the eventual harms 
of filter bubbles. Business managers that look for data-driven 
ways of managing such systems all too often focus on such 
myopic objectives as well: just look at the metrics offered 
by the various online companies of their effectiveness and 
they are filled with number like click-through rates, unique 
users and engagement time (which translate to having more 
recommend ations that users click on and stay on the site).

TECHNOLOGY
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In this age of globalization and rapid cross-cultural mixing, it 
is even more imperative for a global citizen to be exposed to 
differ ing points of view. Not being exposed to diversity in opin-
ions and opposing arguments leads to very insular societies;  
even purely as a business skill, this does not allow us to 
prepare for other reactions and counter arguments to one’s 
own thinking. Being in a unduly personalized information world 
would deny us of this important advantage.

 There are additional reasons for encouraging and planning 
for serendipity: Letting one’s attention wander is an important 
precondition for free association and discovery via synthesis of 
ideas from various unrelated domains. Indeed, bright flashes 
of creativity are often preceded by such wanderings among 
seemingly unrelated concepts.
 To counter these negative effects of personalization, you 
can take some action right away. You can make a personal 
choice to maximize the chance of serendipitous discovery in 
your information seeking habits: don’t use the same search 
engine every time; even though you may have a set of favorite 
bookmarked sites for information such as news, weather, 
entertainment, sports and fashion, develop a habit to visit 
alternates from time to time. Experiment consciously and look 
for information that is purposefully broader when using tools 
so that you automatically expand the scope of the filters they 
impose on you.

DESIGNING FOR COINCIDENCE 
Technologists can contribute in this endeavor too: it is possible to 
design recommendation systems that try not only to optimize 
for relevance but add in considerations of serendipity. As an 
example, the basic notion of popularity of a web page is its 
PageRank which can be approximated by the number of other 
pages that link to it. An information repository can be said to 
be maximally democratic if all pages have the same PageRank 

or number of pages recommending them. However, by sheer 
variability in quality as well as personal preferences, these 
recommendations tend to point over time to a few very popular 
pages. This winner-take-all syndrome is the result of the self-
fulling nature of their growing popularity as well as the human 
effects of wanting to have a set of common pages to share. My 
own research examines various ways in which such recom-
mendation engines can be redesigned so as to maximize some 

combination of relevance and democratic equality: 
in addition to recommending relevant and person-
alized items, the system also pays attention to 
ensuring that most pages have roughly the same 
popularity (measured by the number of recom-
mendations they receive).

MORE DEMOCRATIC SYSTEMS
To design a system that also encourages equality, it 
is important to mathematically define the amount 
of inequality in an existing design. This is com-
plicated by the fact that not all pages are equal 
in terms of the quality of their content: thus, we 
may want the resulting popularity of a page in a 
recommendation system to be proportional to its 
informative quality. A second complication is the 
interest on the topic of the page: a high-quality 

page on a fringe topic could still be deemed less popular or 
globally relevant than a medium quality page on a topic of wide 
interest. This can be modeled by looking at the distribution of 
interest in the topic of the pages. Putting these ingredients 
together, one can try to come up with an ideal measure of how 
popular a page or item must be in the most globally demo-
cratic recommendation system.
 Once we have established how to quantify equality after 
correcting for quality and interest, the task of designing a 
system that achieves these target popularities remains. Algo-
rithms for suggesting recommendations can be calibrated for 
how close their results come to the ideal; new methods can 
be devised that deliberately take into account this final goal 
of increasing the calibrated equality of pages. More practical 
methods can combine existing notions of effectiveness of rec-
ommendations (such as the user responsiveness measured in 
clicks) with these new notions of equality in their objective and 
thus achieve a smooth transition to more democratic sugges-
tions while maintaining a good portion of their current useful 
behavior.
 By incorporating such aspects of equality and coincidental 
discovery in their objectives, technologists can help assuage 
the filter bubble problem. Business managers can also help 
by trying to quantify the value of planning for such serendipi-
tous results in software systems they are responsible for. One 
possible source of this value already comes from reducing the 
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Serendipity
means a “fortunate happenstance” or “pleasant surprise”. It was 
coined by the author Horace Walpole in 1754. In a letter he explained 
an unexpected discovery he had made by reference to a Persian 
fairy tale, The Three Princes of Serendip. The princes, he told his 
correspondent, were “always making discoveries, by accidents and 
sagacity, of things which they were not in quest of”. Source: Wikipedia

“creepy” factor that is associated with many modern personaliza-
tion systems that make the user feel that the software system 
knows too much about her private preferences.
 When Target sent a coupon book of pregnancy products to 
a teenager in Minneapolis, it spooked her father who realized 
that she was pregnant only well after seeing the book. One 
antidote employed by such campaigns is to mix in random 
coupons for non-pregnancy products that are still relevant. 
This solution reduces the creepiness of the personal targeting 
while making space to show a more diverse set of products 
that may result in interesting discoveries.

ESTABLISHING ORDER FOR  CONTROLLED CHAOS 
There is an even broader role for social and political bodies to 
play in this correction: All societies that oversee information 
collection curation and presentation, as well as those that set 
technological standards must be mindful of this trade-off be-
tween the benefits and harms of personalization. Journalists, 
sociologists and media executives must weigh in on the debate 
to highlight the importance of diversity by exposing the tangible 
benefits from not moving towards excessive personalization 
and maintaining a broad and common point of reference.
 Let us carefully understand the implications of the bargain 

we are making for better organization and access to our 
information and ask ourselves the following question: is the 
convenience, speed and quick gratification offered by person-
alization worth the loss of a more deliberate trawl through 
the information that holds the possibility of seeing a golden 
nugget of coincidental and view-altering perspective along the 
way? Keep this in mind in your next session of web surfing!

R. RAVI 
Professor, Tepper School of Business, Carnegie 
Mellon University, Pittsburgh, USA
RELATION WITH SCHIBSTED: Designing parts 
of Schibsted’s digital competence program 
PASSIONATE ABOUT:  How value exchanges 
between Internet firms and users will evolve into 
humanitarian intelligence
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Watch Professor R. Ravi explain the essence of 
serendipity at: schibsted.com/futurereport
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MOBILE RULES IN

ADVERTISING
BEACON, GEO-TARGETING AND GEO-FENCING

Location, location, location has been the mantra of the real estate business for years 
and years, describing the most important factors in determining the desirability of a 
property. Nowadays it is also an important factor in marketing, especially in mobile 
marketing.   Frida Kvarnström, Product Manager at Schibsted Sales and Inventory, 
gives us an insight in the new technologies.

TECHNOLOGY

With new technology comes new 
 opportunities, not only for companies 
and products, but also for marketeers 
and advertisers. Keeping in mind the 
vast amount of functionality encom-
passed in smartphones along with the 
widespread usage, it is no understate-
ment that mobiles can be regarded as 
an extension of ourselves. No matter if 
we are checking email, finding a route 
on a map or keeping pace on a Sunday 
run, we would be quite lost without them. 

AN INDICATOR OF WHO YOU ARE
One of the reasons why marketeers and 
advertisers also are falling in love with 
smartphones is the geo-technology 
they enable. Geo-technology is an 
innovation that allows advertisers to 
better understand and communicate to 
the right people based on their physical 
location. It sheds light on their actual, 
real-life behavior.
 Traditionally advertisers have been 
trying to understand consumers based 
on their online behavior. How we behave 
online can tell a lot about people; what 
articles they like to read, websites they 
prefer to visit and products they like to 
buy offers insights about their affinities 
and intents. Geographic data provides 
information on your physical location. 
Looking at where you are, have been, 
or where you are going, is also a good 
indicator of who you are. 
 Today Schibsted offers its custom-
ers three different types of geographic 
 targeting. Traditional geo-targeting is 

“real-time” and offers ads based on 
where people are located when con-
suming our services. Geo-fencing and 
beacon, are based on where you have 
been, to create customized segments 
for future retargeting. 
 Examples of geo-targeting might be 
special deals in a store nearby or real-
estate properties for sale in your area. 
Schibsted has successfully collaborated 
with a number of real- estate agents, 
where available property listings near 
you automatically were displayed in a 
fixed advertising space on Aftonbladet. 
This feature is seeing significant usage 
and can be next to addictive, both for 
house-hunters and the curious.

VIRTUAL FENCES
Geo-fencing technology enable us to 
target users based on previous where-
abouts. By mapping out places of interest, 
it is possible to create virtual fences 
that collect information about those 
who enter that area and build a specific 
target group. An airline customer wanted 
to reach frequent flyers – we drew a 
fence around Arlanda airport and seg-
mented recurring visitors. This enabled 
the customer to communicate through 
traditional 
mobile banners 
at Aftonbladet to 
their audience of 
interest. 
 Beacon tech-
nology enables 
us to create 

even more niched segments than geo-
fencing. By placing a beacon transmit-
ter in a customer’s brick-and-mortar 
store,  visitors can be collected when 
passing by the transmitter. The beacon 
technology is suitable for smaller areas, 
is based on Bluetooth technology and 
requires opt-in action from the user in  
a mobile app.
 In collaboration with Aftonbladet, 
a food truck used a beacon to track 
visitors while handing out samples. 
This very niche segment of visitors was 
later targeted with a coupon banner at 
 Aftonbladet that encouraged them to 
try the food sample again. 

COMBINED BEHAVIORS
Looking ahead, the potential of additional 
uses of geo-technology have yet to be 
explored. The next step is to identify 
the users across devices and combine 
offline and online behavioral data, to 
create even better targeting opportuni-
ties. This technology will also improve 
the quality of Schibsted’s products, as 
we will learn more about where our visi-
tors are and what they are doing, while 
consuming our services.

TECHNOLOGY

FRIDA KVARNSTRÖM
Product Manager Mobile Devices, Schibsted 
Sales and Inventory
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 5
PASSIONATE ABOUT: Exploring innovative 
 technology and the opportunities for new revenue 
streams that it enables
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MOBILE HEALTH APPS HAS MORE 
THAN DOUBLED IN 2.5 YEARS TO 

100,000 APPS
(Q1 2014)

MOBILE 
FACTS & FIGURES

FACEBOOK  

WHATSAPP  

MESSENGER  

INSTAGRAM 

 LINE  

VIBER 

KAKAO TALK

CLASH OF  
CLANS

MOBILE PHONE USERS

1995: 1%=80 MILLION

TODAY: 73%= 
5.2 BILLION

of mobile data traffic was 
video traffic in 2014

55%
OF THE AMERICAN MILLENNIALS 
SAYS THAT THEIR SMARTPHONE 
NEVER LEAVE THEIR SIDE. 
OF THEM BELIEVE THAT EVERY-
THING WILL BE DONE ON MOBILE 
IN THE NEXT FIVE YEARS.

GLOBAL MOBILE DATA TRAFFIC  
FROM 2014 TO 2019  
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SMARTPHONE SUBSCRIPTION 
GROWTH IS STRONG BUT  
SLOWING DOWN.
+ 23% in 2014 
+ 27% in 2013 
+ 65% in 2012

Similar to the percentage 
who say they’ve used 
their smartphone for 
ONLINE BANKING. 

34%
of the global Internet 
advertising went to 
mobile 2014. That is 
14% of the total.

$ 42 
BILLION

43%

In 2018 US mobile ads  
spend will top nearly:

That gives an annual  
growth rate of:$ 100 BILLION

50% OF ALL  
DIGITAL ADS

TOPTOP
APPSAPPS

87%
60%

SWEDEN 54% 
SPAIN 51%
ITALY 41%
USA 36%

UK 34%
GERMANY 27%
FRANCE 26%
JAPAN 10%

SHARE OF INTERNET USERS 
WHO ACCESS SOCIAL MEDIA 

VIA MOBILE

SOCIAL MEDIA BY USAGE:

ARE DROPPED DOWN  
THE TOILET IN 
BRITAIN EVERY 
YEAR

100,000  
MOBILE PHONES 

THE FIRST  
MOBILE PHONES 

$ 4,000

IN  
1983
WENT ON SALE IN  
THE US AT ALMOST SIX-IN-TEN smartphone owners in the 

US have used their phone to GET INFORMATION ABOUT 
A HEALTH CONDITION in the past year.

VIDEO VIEWS PER DAY

FACEBOOK HAS 

BILLION4 OF THE USERS IN THE US WATCH 
ONE OR MORE VIDEO EVERYDAY

50%

WATCH THEM  
ON THEIR MOBILES
57%

Sources: Pew Research, Mary Meeker, Business Insider, Slide facts. 

Maybe the Millennials are right – in five years we might be doing 
everything on our mobiles. When looking at facts and figures of 
mobile usage and habits we seem to be heading in that direction.

eMARKETER 
FORESEE THAT  

IN 2016  
THE MOBILE  

ADVERTISING 
MARKET WILL 

SURPASS:

BILLION
SNAPCHAT HAS 
STORY VIEWS  
EVERYDAY 

2

BILLION

MESSAGES ARE  
SENT BY WHATSAPP EVERYDAY
30

IN 2016 
ONE QUARTER 
OF ALL SMART-
PHONE USERS 
WILL BE LIVING 
IN CHINA
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Mobile transformation is happening in all areas. At Leboncoin the 
mobile audience has overtaken the desktop usage. General Manager 
 Antoine Jouteau gives an insight to how they’ve met the challenge.

THE GREAT MOBILE

TRANSFORMATION
 “The biggest risk is not taking any risk...   
In a world that is changing really quickly, 
the only strategy that is guaranteed to fail 
is not taking risks,” Mark Zuckerberg, CEO 
of Facebook said and it is something   
I could imagine myself saying.
 Over the last three years in France, 
as with most of online media in the 

world, users are becoming more and 
more addicted to browsing on their 
mobile, checking emails, interacting 
with friends and buying things. This 
usage has swiftly become the norm for 
everybody now.
 While Leboncoin remains a strong 
leader with a well-loved brand, increasing 

revenue and a core cemented market 
share, nevertheless this phenomenon 
has an impact on audience and UX. As 
at Q1, 2015 our mobile audience had 
overtaken our desktop usage. This trend 
is here to stay and challenges our com-
pany in many ways:

TECHNOLOGY

• Mobile users have demanded new 
and adapted features (geo-localization, 
social functionalities etc.)

• KPIs on mobile have started to 
slightly encroach upon our revenue 
and audience

• Our internal organization (product, 
sales) has been overly focused on 
desktop approaches vs. mobile. 

Rather than despair, I decided to look at 
this situation as a huge  opportunity. In 
response, my management team and I 
launched a big transformation project 
to become multi device, we named it 
“Miami device”  (a little French humor and 
wordplay). Our vision was that our UX 
would be seamless across all devices in 
six months. In detail, we aimed to:

• Transform our UX from desktop to 
multi-device

• Encourage a modular organization

• Evovle from a top-down decision 
 process to a responsible and agile 

process with empowered middle 
management

• Go from 100 per cent business deci-
sions to 50/50 business and technical 
decisions

To support this new organization, we 
selected seven key projects organized 
by small teams, with a maximum of 
resources and decision autonomy, agile 
methods, as well as ambitious and 
pragmatic KPIs.
 And the results have been very 
encouraging! The number of releases 
on IOS and Android has multiplied, 
feedback from users is very good (with 
more than four 
stars on the 
Google Store 
for instance), 
we are testing 
responsive pages 
on desktop, 
geo-localization 
is about to be 

launched, native advertising formats 
are live, and the energy from product 
teams is higher and higher every day. 
Miami Device has been well received 
both internally and  externally. Of 
course it’s not perfect, but now, the 
multi-device vision is central to the 
organization.
 This transformation project marks 
an important turn for Leboncoin, 
changing our way of thinking, becoming 
more mobile, more agile, leaning on our 
strong and high level technical skills. 
A must-have to reach our ambitious 
goals and improve user and customer 
satisfaction.

ANTOINE JOUTEAU
General Manager, Schibsted France
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 6
PASSIONATE ABOUT: Discovering things, ideas, 
people and countries! A minimum of one new 
thing everyday.

TECHNOLOGY
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Content might be king. But a king needs a kingdom. Where is that kingdom for 
content in the age of digital media? Social media sure wants to build a kingdom 
and wants journalism to be part of it by providing new products and services for 
media houses on their platforms. This poses a very sharp question for publishers: 
Platform player or content provider? Jan Helin, publisher at Aftonbladet, shares his 
thoughts on how to play the game of news without losing the king.

CONTENT PROVIDER
- OR -

PLATFORM PLAYER?

TECHNOLOGY

Facebook, Instagram, Youtube, Snapchat – in the last year 
we’ve seen how they all have extended their content offer to 
their users by luring publishers on board their platforms. Make 
no mistake about their endgame: They are trying to reach 
the position of a primary news source – a key position to any 
digital ecosystem. 
 Digitally underdeveloped, but well established media 
houses are the perfect targets.
 This spring, Facebook did a groundbreaking deal with nine 
of the most well respected publishing brands in the western 
hemisphere: BBC, New York Times, The Guardian, Der Spiegel, 
National Geographic, NBC, The Atlantic, Bild, Buzzfeed.
 They have now dedicated themselves to contribute with 
their news and stories to Facebook’s product Instant Article. 
This fall Washington Post joined and at the same time declared 
that they will go all in – all their content is to be found on 
Instant Article on Facebook.
 What does this really mean?
 Forget the current deal and business model that Facebook 
is now offering and stretch your thought to the more longterm 
important question: Is it a good idea to seek a position as a 
content provider in the value chain?
 I believe this is the most important question for publishing 
since the breakthrough of Internet as news distributor.
 Content providers or platform players?
 Who will be eating whom when old value chains break in 
the digital ecosystem?
 Or to to put it more bluntly by quoting the businessman and 
rap artist Jay Z when he broke up from his old deal on streaming 
to start his own platform: “What you eat don’t make me shit.”

ONE APP TO RULE THEM ALL
Facebooks strategy is basically trying to give you no reason 
to leave their newsfeed ever. And jostled publishers are willingly 
helping out, hoping to get a throw of the ladle.
 It’s very much a “One app to rule them all”- strategy. (Or two if 
we count Messenger, which we definitely should.)
 From this strategy they start buy- and sell groups, they’re 
building a payment solution on the Messenger platform 
inspired by the superior digital ecosystem created by Chinese 
Internet Giant Tencent on WeChat. 
 They also gear their algorithms consistently towards video 
to take on Youtube. This summer Facebook passed Youtube 
with more than four billion video views per day and are now 
introducing live video. 
 And of course, there’s Instant Article – the collaboration 
with major news producers that might be the game changer 
for publishing. Facebook’s stand is this: It’s all about a better 
user experience so stop linking to your own destinations, just 
put your content up and we take care of the rest. There is one 
little catch they forget to mention in that business proposal: 

As a publisher you will lose your relation with your user to 
an algorithm that you don’t see, don’t understand and don’t 
control. This is in essence the problem with social media for 
publishers. And as a consequence, you lose possibility to in 
depth data and learning about the user.

NEW SOURCES OF INFORMATION
If you ask teenagers in Sweden today, what their most important 
sources of information are they will answer Facebook, Snapchat, 
Instagram, Youtube and Spotify, according to research by the 
Swedish institute Ungdomsbarometern. 
 You might just shake that off, thinking that this has nothing to 
do with real news consumption.  But looking under the hoods 
of these players you’ll find another story, not only at Facebook.

• Youtube, with 300 hours of videos being uploaded every 
minute day and night, declared earlier this spring that they 
now have 27,000 news channels.

• Instagram, the platform that started out for sharing pictures 
from your family barbecue, have released numerous tools 
to create editorial content and have declared that some of 
their preferred partners soon will be able to link out from 
the platform and have access to all advertising technology 
from Facebook on Instagram.

• And then there is Snapchat, the youngest of all these plat-
forms, that attracts teenagers in a massive scale, putting 
up hundreds of pictures of themselves every day that 
disappears in ten seconds. In January, Snapchat released 
Discover, an impressive mobile video experience. And im-
pressive news outlets went on board – CNN, Daily Mail, Vice 
and Bleecher Report.

• Spotify, the Swedish hope among the big five, announced 
in June that they were going into video. They had another 
group of interesting news outlets on board – ABC, BBC, 
Vice news, NBC.

DIFFERENT CONTENT FULFILL DIFFERENT NEEDS
So why are all these social media players all of a sudden so 
interested in becoming news media and collaborating with pub-
lishers to get it? Wasn’t journalism supposed to be almost dead?
 To find out the answer to that, we have to look at what 
human needs different content in general, and especially 
 journalism, fulfills. 
 Facebook, Google and Instagram all started out to fulfill 
the user’s need for a break or distraction when you are bored. 
There are a few specifics that come with a position like that. 
The audience is huge – everyone needs a break now and then, 
but it’s hard to predict when. The user time spent can be low 
and their patience is rather low. If you don’t find anything you 
like right away you will most likely leave. That is the problem 
if you only cater for the need of distraction. Your relation with 
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the audience is at risk of being volatile. The classic need of 
an update, a kind of content every newsroom is familiar with, 
has the same specifics to it as the need for a break. It’s a basic 
human need and thus a huge potential audience for those who 
do it good. But time spent is short and so is predictability.

MORE SUSTAINABLE IN THE LONG RUN
Other parts of journalism are more interesting for a social 
media player. The parts that fulfill needs of looking things up 
and digging deep into a story that you feel passionate about. In 
these areas the audience is smaller, but time spent, prediction 
and patience is a lot higher.
 So a primary national news source, like Aftonbladet or VG 
is covering more user needs, which engage the audience at 
different levels than a social media outlet.
 This is the reason why social media is so interested in 
publishing, they want to cover more needs for their users 
and strive for the positions of a primary news source – simply 
because it’s much more sustainable in the long run.
 But what’s in it for the media houses? It’s quite easy to 

understand why Buzzfeed went on board Instant Article – their 
business model is all about branded content, so wherever 
their content is consumed is fine with them. And BBC is public 
service, so their content is payed for already. 
 The question is why New York Times, The Guardian, Bild and 
the Atlantic chose to join. It seems a bit like a white-flag strategy.

“WE HAVE TO BE BOTH”
To understand how they reason at The Guardian I asked
Tanya Cordrey, Guardians chief digital officer and also a member 
of the board of Schibsted, the key question: Should we be 
content provider or platform players?
”I would say that we have to be both. First and foremost we 
have to keep providing excellent journalism, because without 
amazing content, nobody wants to come to our site and 
nobody wants to read our content on another platform. At 
The Guardian we spend a lot of time ensuring that we have 
a fabulous experience on our own site, but we also think it is 
very important for our content to be where our users are.” 
 Tanya explains that they work very closely with the likes of 
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Apple and Google and Facebook, to reach a worldwide audience. 
”That strategy has been very successful for us. More than 
one in three Facebook users who sees our content now come 
to our website. So we see that people are coming back to our 
content more often than they have previously.”
 That is a success in the matter of consumption of The 
Guardians content, which is of course important. And hands 
down – The Guardian is a great brand that produces fantastic 
journalism. But only 20 per cent of their traffic is direct traffic 
– users that come directly to The Guardian and not by any link 
from Facebook or elsewhere. The direct pull of The Guardians 
journalism is low.
”I’m not necessarily saying there’s one strategy for everybody. 
It is true that our percentage of direct traffic has declined, but 
at the same time we have seen our overall footprint increase 
dramatically, The Guardian now has 238 million browsers every 
month and that’s still growing at 20–30 per cent year on year”, 
says Tanya.
 That is understandable, but the core of what she’s saying is: 
”We need to be where the users are”. Is that really the role of 
a publisher? I would say that’s marketing. Publishing is about 
being interesting enough, or irresistible enough to be able to 
pull the audience in. But that is a debatable conclusion.
 Let’s look at this from another angle. 

VOX CREATES COMMUNITIES
Vox is a tech start-up company moving into publishing. They 
started out as a sports community on SB Nation and on the 
same platform they’ve built the Verge, Eater, Vox, Polygon, 
Racked, Recode, and Curbed. These are all different verticals 
of content with different brands.  Vox in itself is not an ordinary 
news brand. They don’t break news, they don’t report news, 
they have taken on the interesting task of explaining the news, 
all from the analysis that today’s news consumer no more live 
in a situation of information shortage, the problem for news 
consumers today is information overload. 
 Vox product manager Trei Brundrett has another perspective 
on platforms: 
“Starting out as a technology company, our approach from the 
very beginning was to build a platform and to build value and service 
on that platform for our audience and our users”, he explains.
 ”One part was around the content and the way we allowed 
our audience to be part of the media ecosystem. The other 
part was thinking of the value of community. Our writers can 
talk to the audience, but the really interesting thing is connecting 
people with each other around the topics that they are passionate 
about and that we are covering.”
 And Trei Brundrett believes that direct traffic is extremely 
important.
“ I think it’s the primary goal. What you hope to do is to build a 
platform that is valuable, where you can do reporting, do story-
telling that is really meaningful. And over time your audience will 

understand that the richest and most exclusive experience, at 
the end of the day, is going to be on this platform where you’re 
building a very rich community.”
 Two different conclusions from two of the world’s most 
interesting publishers right now. And two completely different  
 companies, one with a proud legacy of publishing and quality 
journalism, one with a true passion for publishing and an 
impressive degree of innovation. In a perfect world they would 
be married…
 In the pending of that world we can make the following 
observations in deciding who have the best strategy – Vox or 
The Guardian:

A WHOLE NEW STORY
Guardian’s 138 million unique users per month are really 
impressive. A comparable number for Aftonbladet would be 
somewhere around 20 million. But looking at page views, 
which is a better way of measuring engagement, it’s another 
game. The Guardian produces 199 million page views a week, 
Aftonbladets on its small market produces 231 million page 
views a week, and 80 per cent of that is direct traffic. This is 
the difference between the power of direct traffic and viral traffic.
 The high reach, high frequency character of a primary news 
source not depending on viral traffic creates a foundation of a 
digital ecosystem.
 This is why my answer is that we need to become a 
platform player – to enable the ecosystem that occurs in the 
relation between our different operations within Schibsted. 
 It could actually be the beginning of a whole new story 
for the future of independent journalism. But that is the next 
episode in the thrilling series of disruption of the media. It will 
take place in a new territory, on a new platform. It might be 
a game of thrones, but content will rule it, in one way or the 
other. If the king is dead – long live the king!*

* The phrase “The king is dead, long live the king” is first known from 1272 when Henry III died and his son 
Edward I took the throne. The declaration marks the ascension of a new monarch immediately after the death 
of the old.
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JAN HELIN
Director, Schibsted Sweden Publishing 
and Publisher, Aftonbladet
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 17
PASSIONATE ABOUT:  Zen and the Art of  
Motorcycle Maintanance
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As the celebrated American graphic 
designer Milton Glaser put it a long 
time ago: “Less isn’t more; just enough 
is more”. This is what differentiates 
experiences. This is what differentiates 
effective communication and marketing. 
This is what differentiates resource 
planning. And so it goes in many other 
dimensions.
 Often we hear the importance of 
“seamless experiences”, “personal ization”, 
“user-centricity”, “new features or 
functionalities providing a competitive 
edge”. This is all very relevant, but it 
is pointless if it is not assessed in the 
context of simplicity. 

CLEAR OF CLUTTER
Typically, adding functionality adds 
complexity. A careful cost-benefit as-
sessment should be carried out in the 
form of user tests before getting carried 
away by the novelty of such functionality. 
An example of how this is performed 
(and one that we probably encounter 
daily) is Google’s homepage. Despite of 
the complexity behind its search algo-
rithm, and despite the many function-
alities that Google provides through its 
ever-growing product portfolio, its main 
insignia and gate-away (its homepage) 
is still clear of any clutter: it is simple. 
It has “just enough”, and of course, it is 
very relevant for users. Achieving such 
simplicity in the delivery of a service is 
not simple.

There are many examples of the  impor- 
tance of simplicity in design. When 
looking at its impact vis-à-vis data you 
always need to have the end user in mind.
 At the end of the day, data must be 
a core enabler to find the balance of the 
“just enough” in every single touch point 
we have with the user. Showing a person 
everything he or she may need or want 
is not easy to do (specially in a limited 
space and limited time), and for sure 
impossible for the user to assimilate.

KNOWLEDGE IS KEY
However, if we know more about that 
user, we know about why he or she is 
 currently using our systems, we have 
much better chances to be effective on 
that communication. We have to get 
that “just enough” point. And companies 
have to understand that data is the 
great enabler for that. Achieving such 
effective engagement with our user will 
in turn open up many other possibilities. 
 Data is often regarded as an enabler 
to add more and better functionality to 
our products, or display ever more infor-
mation. However, 
I believe that the 
exact opposite 
view is much 
more effect ive.
 Data should 
be leverage to 
enhance simplic-
ity. Each one of 

us is best placed to think through how 
that applies to their business or occupa-
tion. Let me give you a couple examples 
in classifieds:

• Why should I select a category for 
an item I am trying to sell? Data and 
deep learning architectures allow for 
accurate picture recognition.

• Why should I search for the relevant 
content in the platform? Data allows 
ever-improving accuracy in recom-
mendation algorithms.

Of course, these are only two examples 
that allow huge simplifications in the way 
we deliver our service. These technolo-
gies, enabled by large processing of data, 
allow for many other use  cases from 
computer vision to medical   diagnosis. And, 
at the end of the day, it allows to make 
the delivery of many services simpler. The 
ones who understand this best and are 
able to implement it effectively into their 
areas will be the ones who will succeed 
and gain the user. In a digital world, this is 
the final game. 

Today, digital technology enables us to deliver a huge amount of functionalities to 
all users. However, we are proven time after time that the basic principle of simplicity 
is very relevant, probably more than ever. Borja de Muller emphasizes the need to 
find the “just enough” point when exploring what we should offer the users.

SIMPLICITYTHE
ART

OF

BORJA DE MULLER
Director of Strategy and Analytics, Schibsted Spain
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 4
PASSIONATE ABOUT:  How technology can bring 
what before were services “for a few” to the mass

TECHNOLOGY
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Hiding complexity or at the very least making 
what is complex more understandable is a 
cornerstone of good User Experience (UX). 
Lidia Oshlyansky, Head of User Experience, 
Schibsted Products and Technology, shares the 
striving for achieving simplicity. 

THE                                          WAY

The links between perceived usability,  
beauty and simplicity have been made  
by researchers for many years now. 
 Before user experience became a profes-
sion and human-computer interaction 
became a field of study, other areas, 
such as psychology, were already look-
ing at how object placement, object 
relationships and similarity could affect 
our perceptions. For example, Gestalt 
principles speak of how we try to sim-
plify complexity by using cues such as 
proximity, continuity, similarity, closure, 
figure and ground. 
 Beyond psychology we have learned 
and borrowed from many other 
 disciplines, as well as growing a field  of 
study and practice, to help us create user 
 experiences that are simple, beautiful, 
engaging, usable, useful and maybe 
even a little fun. 

RESEARCHING AND TESTING
That’s all well and good you say, but 
how do you actually do it? It’s not magic; 
by researching and testing our ideas 
early and often and from there iterating 
our designs we aim to hit the sweet spot 
of user experience for our audience. 
 To give a concrete example, we’ve 
been developing a reporting tool for our 
Ad Operations teams. They have current 
tools in place. These tools are fairly 
difficult to master, often don’t work as 
well as we’d like (it can take hours to 
produce a single report) and are often 
more complex than they need to be for 
their most common use. 
 We set out to try to address this issue 
for our end users. We first went to see 
how their existing tools worked and what 
types of reports were most often pro-
duced. From this research we  developed 
some ideas for a minimum viable product 
– one that would address the most 
common use of the reporting tool. 
 We quickly prototyped this tool and 
took it back to the users to test. We 
listened to their feedback and requests. 
We quickly fixed anything we could. 
 Requested features that would take 
longer to develop were added to our to 

do lists for future releases or iterations 
of the tool.
 We gave the tool to users so that 
they could use it in their day to day work 
while we continued to add features and 
changes from our to do list.
 Once we had made enough changes 
to make the tool even better we went 
back to the users again to test and 
see how the newest additions to the 
reporting tool were working for them. 
We again gathered their feedback and 
requests so we could make any quick 
changes or needed fixes and again 
create a new to do list for anything that 
would require more time to address. 

A PRODUCT SUITED FOR PURPOSE
In this way we’re able to create a product 
that is simple and right for the users. 
They provide us the much needed input 
on their needs, goals and the problems 
they would like to have us solve. They 
also help us understand how they will 
use our products 
in their day to 
day work. We in 
turn can design 
and  engineer 
for those needs. 
What happens 
as an end result 
is a product that 

is suited for purpose, simple to use and 
even increases productivity (no more 
waiting an hour for a report). 

EXTERNAL USERS
The process described is used whether 
you design for an internal or external 
users. With external users things like 
our branding become more paramount 
and the styling, visual design and of 
course communication style must be 
closely aligned across the product. Of 
course, internal tools should be wonderful 
to use, but external tools may depend 
on their user experience being truly won-
derful to be commercially success ful. In 
the case of designing for external users 
things like engagement and the user’s 
emotional response to the product 
become even more critical. 

LIDIA OSHLYANSKY
Head of User Experience, Schibsted Products 
and Technology
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 1
PASSIONATE ABOUT:  Making products 
that make people happy, efficient, effective, 
 knowledgeable
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Watch Lidia Oshlyansky at: 
schibsted.com/futurereport
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 To get to a fully realized data eco-
system there are a few steps, or stages 
of evolution, that you have to take. This 
is how Adam Kinney explains it:

STAGE 1: SILOS OF USER DATA
This is where a lot of current ecosystems 
are now. Each of these orange blocks is 
one fact that we know about a user. We 
might know that a particular logged in 
user is 35 years old. Another user, visiting 
the classified site Finn, has used the car 
vertical five times last week. The boxes 
represent different companies and that 
each company builds its own under-
standing of users, independent of what 
is known about the same user of another 
Schibsted company.  
 At this stage the data exists, but  
a lot of the potential for using it comes 
by combining it. 

STAGE 2: SUMS OF USER DATA
At this stage we have a common identi-
fication of both logged in and logged out 
users, which allows us to combine data. 
All significant actions that users take 
on any of the products in the ecosystem 
are collected in a central data store. If 
we visualize this as a matrix where you 
have users as rows, and features (facts 
about users) as columns, in this stage 
you get blanks, simply because we only 
have some facts.

STAGE 3: ENRICHED USER DATA
Stage two is where we systematically 
start to fill in all the blank spots. We have 
enough data on different kinds of users 
to be able to predict the true values in 
the gaps to provide complete profiles on 
nearly all users. We use machine learn-
ing techniques and build what we call 
classifiers to predict these values. And 
we get what we call enriched data. As an 
example we’ve built a model for gender 
prediction. By identifying which categories 
logged in users at Finn, who have given us 
their gender, click on – we can now predict 
gender for 85 per cent of all users. 
 When we have filled this in sufficiently 
it enables the next generation of perso-
nalization. 

STAGE 4: REINFORCING USER DATA
This gets us to an ideal state, a self-
reinforcing user data stage, where 
we’ve collected a sufficient critical 
mass of data that makes the process 
start taking on a life on its own. 
 New user patterns can be mined 
from the existing data, which then 
enable the accumulation of more user 
data, which can in turn be mined for 
more new patterns, and so on. At this 
point, new product innovations become 
possible in which we anticipate user 

needs and provide services to fulfill 
those needs. 
 And we can grow really, really big. 
This is the vision and Adam knows its 
power. 
 “I’ve seen, first hand, the power that 
 enriched user data has to drive additional 
user growth – on top of what you’re go-
ing to get without it. That’s really impres-
sive and powerful”, says Adam Kinney.

There’s no doubt that data is hot. More 
and more businesses are asking their 
users to log in to share their information. 
With knowledge of your user and their 
behaviors, you can create personal-
ized products and experiences that will 
be more relevant and create greater 
 engagement and user growth. And in 
the end increase revenues.
 In an ecosystem with several com-
panies tied together you are able to 
get facts from different kinds of sites 
and platforms. Of course that means a 
bigger amount of data from more users, 
but it also means a larger variety of data 
that can provide an even bigger picture. If, 
for example, a user visits both a news 
site and a classified site, that will tell 
different things about him or her.
 There are some basic sources of 
data you can work with in data analytics 
and in an ecosystem.

• Logged in user profiles.

• Events – whatever a user does within 
a site.

• Content – by analyzing what kind of 
content the user is consuming you 
can learn even more. For this the 
data science team uses language 
processing techniques, automatic 
tagging, and topic extractions.

• Global data views – how users are 
flowing around in the ecosystem 
and how growth is going across the 
entire system.  

The data science team then uses the 
data to build data products. These are 
tools to create personalized products 
and services. One example is targeted 
ads – showing different ads to different 
persons based on their profiles. It could 
also mean giving readers content we 
know they are interested in, or offering 

services connected to a purchase we 
know the user intend to make. Better 
personalization, in turn, can increase 
the reach, frequency, and variety of 
an ecosystem. It is in this way that an 
ecosystem becomes a self-reinforcing 
growth engine. 

The mission is clear – Schibsted is creating a digital ecosystem to connect data from 
different platforms and companies. But how does it really work? Adam Kinney, 
Head of Schibsted Data Science, guides us through four steps you need to take to 
fully realize the potential of data in an ecosystem. 
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Adam Kinney is Head of Data Science, 
he joined Schibsted in 2014.
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Technology is fueling the world and has 
become ingrained into every facet of our 
life. It is the integral backbone driving 
virtually every industry, with media 
being among the flagship industries to 
both tackle the challenges and embrace 
its opportunities head on. 
 But it is no secret that the ones defin-
ing this revolution, to a large extent, are 
men. Women account for less than 20 
per cent of leading tech positions at the 
majority of tech companies worldwide. 
 In the world at large there is a high 
demand of new engineering talent. 
At today’s rate we are not producing 

nearly enough engineers to meet future 
demands. By 2020, the US will require 
one million more computer scientists 
than is being trained today.

HURTS THE ABILITY TO GROW
Everywhere, companies are struggling 
to hire software engineers. This hurts 
the ability to grow, innovate and disrupt 
at the pace we have become accustomed 
to. It denies us from the privilege of em-
powering people in their daily life with 
cutting-edge products.
 If women were recruited to STEM 
education at the same level as men are, 

numbers would increase dramatically.
 But this is not only a matter of num-
bers – the industries miss out on female 
perspectives.
 There are several examples of 
cutting-edge technologies whose first 
releases fell flat due to their lack of 
female involvement. The first voice rec-
ognition technology could not recognize 
female voices. The first airbags tragi-
cally killed  several women and children 
because they had only been tested on 
men. Apple’s first release of Healthkit 
enabled users to measure virtually ev-
ery bodily function ranging from caloric 

WANTED:
MORE WOMEN IN TECH

Tech is in desperate need of women. With today’s under-representation we miss out 
on great innovations and profits. Camilla Bjørn, Isabelle Ringnes and Louise Fuchs 
challenge women everywhere to take part in the ongoing revolution and pose the 
question  – am I a user of digital products or will I define the future of products?

intake, exercise and blood pressure, yet it 
failed to measure one of the most impor-
tant and natural aspects of female health, 
namely the menstrual  cycle. Needless 
to say; a female perspective can be the 
make-it or break-it component of any 
product release.
 Without it, companies are losing out 
on golden opportunities to innovate in 
female-oriented product categories.
 Not only do women account for 80 
per cent of consumer purchases; yet 
still they report to be the least satis-
fied customers. Women are also the 
dominant drivers in industries such as 
fashion, baby or family related products 
and weddings.
 Companies are not only lacking the 
potential to envision the business op-
portunities in these promising verticals 
due to the lack of female employee 
representation, but are also failing to 
predict and optimize to meet the needs 
of about 50 per cent of their current 
consumers, readers  and users.

CAUGHT IN A REACTIVE LOOP
If we as women can’t define the future 
we will be caught in a reactive loop. 
Technology has revolutionized the 
media industry for the past decade 
and will continue to do so exponentially 
moving forward. Content is still king, but 
technology has become the dictator and 
the backbone that distinguishes leaders 
from followers and winners from losers.
 It is up to each company to make the 
bold decisions on how to integrate new 
technologies into their products, always 
focusing on the end-user. Therefore, to 
be tech-savvy will be vital for women in 

order to attain leadership positions with 
real impact going forward.

WILLINGNESS TO CHANGE
A career in technology does not require 
advanced coding skills. Technology is 
already an integral part of our personal 
and professional lives. You don’t need 
to spend hours crunching code to suf-
ficiently comprehend the opportunities 
and limitations of technology. In fact, 
among the most successful female en-
trepreneurs in Silicon Valley only 16 per 
cent have technical degrees. Although 
technical skills are highly valued, they 
are not required to emerge in the field. 
 However, relentless curiosity, 
openness and willingness to change, 
are. This is our 
challenge to 
women. Don’t let 
the  opportunities 
overwhelm you 
with apathy. 
Dare to be 
bold and take 
chances. Try to 
learn as much 
as you can along 
the way, and 
feel confident 
in knowing that 
no one knows 
everything. You 
know a lot more 
than you think. 
Fuel your passion 
everyday for the 
exciting devel-
opment of new 
technologies, and 

challenge your mind to imagine how 
new innovations can benefit us all. 
 Technology brought us the Internet 
and all the wonderful free resources 
it is providing us today. Dare to exploit 
your network and your surroundings, 
and feed your brain with new perspec-
tives, ideas and talent.
 Future leaders will need to under-
stand technology in order to create 
change with a real impact. Leaning in 
essentially means learning more. 
 We are all new to this. The world is 
new to this. We are embracing these 
challenges together, globally, as com-
panies and individuals. Passion for tech 
is your key to success. 

ISABELLE KRISTINE RINGNES
Assistant Product Manager, SPT
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 0.5
PASSIONATE ABOUT:  I love diving into Virtual 
Reality. I am positive it will transform society the 
same way smartphones have.

CAMILLA BJØRN
Head of niche sites, VG
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 10
PASSIONATE ABOUT: Using technology to connect 
people and create a leaner, more efficient, fun 
and transparent world.

LOUISE FUCHS
Digital Communications Specialist
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 2
PASSIONATE ABOUT: I love the seamless 
 integration of technology and business. Tech is 
the ultimate enabler.
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BUSINESS Where do we find the next big start-up success? And what do we need to do,  
to keep Millennials happy at work? Read about business challenges and visions 
- and how targeted advertising can create true relations with the users.
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With a complex buying environment and more players on the 
advertising market the content is becoming more crucial in 
order to tailor it to create value. New technology that gives us 
insight has made this possible and it is already giving us new 
ways to develop products and services. Today Schibsted reaches 
more than 200 million people every month from  Malaysia, to 
 Brazil, Mexico and Norway. Since the new technology has helped 
bring the world closer together, the opportunities are many.

Insight has been used for years with the classic packaging of 
products, like buying a newspaper and getting offered a bottle 
of water, or buying a magazine and being offered a Snicker 
bar. The product offered matched what was presumed as 
the reader profile, and illustrates an easy way to use insight 
towards conversion of a product. This will all play out more 
personalized, as the web is now all about the user ID and it 
will be important to offer the right product in relation to the 
right content, at the right time, when the user is in the right mood.

 
AWARD WINNING EXAMPLES 
A modern version of using this insight is driven by technology 
and the ability to predict the reader profile and to actually get 
the user to buy a product when clicking on the online ad. There 
are already many innovative award-winning examples where 
Schibsted together with advertisers are using new technology  
and insight to create solutions that secure an effective com-
munication. The products or services that are offered are 
adjusted to the user’s daily needs, where additional data like 
geography are giving a more accurate prediction to reach the 
right user at the right time. For the users, the benefits are 
convenient and are making the buying process more efficient, 
since they don’t need to contact the suppliers to get a product 
delivered; now you can even buy a car on the Internet.

The same change is also happening for business to business  
sales, where on an average 57 per cent of the purchase 
process is handled without contacting the supplier. For 
companies with high digital maturity it’s up to 90 per cent. 
This indicates that the traditional local competition is about 

to change for many industries as many offline industries are 
going online. 
 
INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION IS RAISING THE BAR 
International players are now collaborating to create tools that 
will make it easier to buy and sell towards a broader audience 
through an automated buying process within the media industry. 
This means that the international competition is raising the 
bar, with a new level of technical solutions and storage of data 
and a new world of context.
 The media landscape might be seen as complex, but there 
is still just a seller side and a buyer side. On the seller side 
there’s the advertiser, the media agency and their trading desk 
and on the other side is the publisher with the consumer reading 
the news and using the online services. 

For the B2B sales and the digital advertising it’s crucial to 
create greater process efficiencies that drive more commerce, 
and enable deeper engagement with consumers. 

We can sum up five trends that are driving and improving 
these changes: 

1. AUTOMATED PROCESSES  
The automated process has been at various stages since the 
end of the 80’s with focus on how to minimize waste, to create 
more value for the customer, with fewer resources and lower 
prices. The same efficiency is now reaching the media industry 
where the online ad spending in Europe are on course to surpass 
outlays on any other media platform by 2018, according to the 
Interactive Advertising Bureau Europe (IAB Europe) and IHS 
Technology.

Automated or “programmatic” ad buying will be the main 
driver of this growth. Previously too many players have 
been involved in executing online advertising, but this is now 
changing due to speed and cost. The efficiency will continue 
to develop through open ecosystem so more companies and 
agencies can connect to streamline the workflow. 

The greatest change with connecting ad technologies and 

Technology and new user behaviors are changing the game 
of advertising. With a range of new opportunities and tougher 
competition marketeers and sales people need to be more 
 innovative than ever when understanding, reaching and  engaging 
with customers. Kathrine Brøsholen, VP Schibsted Sales, 
guides us through five trends that are changing the business.
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data, is that the process involving media planning, buying and 
selling will be simplified. This means that more people and 
specialized skills can be dedicated toward the creative side 
and new insights can be used to engage and create effective 
ads that drive commerce, like native advertising, sponsorships, 
content marketing etc. 

A report from IAB Europe verifies the benefits with pro-
grammatic advertising. 454 marketers were asked, “Why and 
how programmatic is emerging as key to real-time marketing  
success”. 54 per cent replied that it improved their ad targeting, 
50 per cent said it enabled them to react to market circum-
stances in real-time. In addition 35 per cent related it to 
reduced waste and created value in relation to personalized 
ads, time to market and tracking of the campaign. 

2. PERSONALIZED EXPERIENCE 
Since the cookies, in time, will disappear and the open ecosys-
tems will enable companies to join forces, we will see more 
login solutions for users to get access to full-service function-
ality. This will improve user data and will give an even broader 
access to a personalized experience for the ad targeting. 
Among most important factors behind a successful advertising 
campaign, targeting is ranked number one, where traditionally 
budget and creativity has been considered to be the most 
important factors behind a successful campaign.

3. ACROSS DIGITAL TOUCHPOINTS 
The access to user data is setting new trends within the 
targeting and real-time marketing and is therefore evolving – 
marketeers are more focused on creating fresh, timely content 
to reach consumers across digital touchpoints. This is also 
the biggest challenge. In a report from IAB for the US Fortune 
500, CMOs stated that reaching the consumer across digital 
touchpoints and finding a steady stream of relevant content is 
rated as top two most important challenges. 

In addition mobile keeps expanding when desktops ads are 
expected to decrease. 

4. SMES WILL DRIVE MORE GROWTH 
Today, it’s easier to establish a start-up than at any other 
time in our history, and it is likely to only get easier in time. 
In the EU small and medium enterprise are defined as the 
backbone of Europe’s economy as they represent 99 per cent 
of all businesses in the EU. In the past five years, they have 
created around 85 per cent of all new jobs and the European 
Commission consider SMEs and entrepreneurship as key to 
ensure economic growth, innovation, job creation and social 
integration in the EU. This will have an enormous impact on 
local trade, as the small and medium sized enterprises are 
established locally with a need for being visible and convert 
their product and services in a cost-effective way. 

5. SALES EXPERIENCE IS CRUCIAL  
The great news with the market changes is that the sales 
experiences are crucial for the B2B sales. The consumers 
are also actually saying that they would like to speak to a 
physical person, when picking up their newly bought car. With 
more consumer data being generated and when insight is the 
key to create value, there is a need to have an early advice on 
the choice of ad solution. This is what sales professionals in 
 Schibsted are doing today. They challenge their customers to 
really think differently and they teach them something new. 
They lead the purchasing process with insights that helps 
companies uncover problems and opportunities that they 
probably didn’t even know were there. 

Sales professionals who advance and challenge their cus-
tomer’s thinking have a big impact. In fact, research has found 
that across all industries in B2B sales, 53 per cent of customer 
loyalty is driven solely by the quality of the sales experience 
and the way sales professionals are tailoring insights to create 
value in customer interactions.  
 

Schibsted’s vision is to enable advertisers to reach a precise 
audience by using all of Schibsted’s valuable data in local 
markets on a global scale. Together with our partners we will 
be able to pursue clear goals, secure risk and investments for 
the campaigns in a more digital future.
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KATHRINE BRØSHOLEN
Vice President Sales Development
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 7
PASSIONATE ABOUT: I have a passion for the 
sales profession and how the ecosystem of 
technology is supporting us to be more creative 
and innovative within commerce

“The media landscape 
might be seen as complex, 
but there is still just a seller 
side and a buyer side.”
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FROM TRANSACTION TO

RELATION
We’ve all heard of personalized content and ads. But how far 
have we really come, and what is the vision? Robin Hjelte, CRM 
Manager, shares his view on how to go from mere customer 
transactions to building user relations – without being annoying 
or creepy.

A light tap from your watch suggests that the store you are 
walking by offers a great bargain on the jacket you were looking 
at online a couple of days ago. When you enter, the store clerk 
has prepared the jacket in your size and favorite color for you 
to try on. It’s not cheap, but within your clothes budget. A 
quick glance at your phone confirms that this is the best deal 
on the jacket you can get in the area. You confirm the purchase 
with a touch to your watch.
 As a little extra, on your way out the store offers you a 
complimentary snack, which is great, since you were beginning 
to feel a little peckish. It’s your favorite kind, and you have just 
the time to sit down for five minutes before you have to get to 
your next meeting. An excellent opportunity to check up on 
the latest news. 
 
A STAGGERING AMOUNT OF DATA 
This little scenario is pretty standard science fiction fare. 
Nothing too shocking, exciting or creepy. But of course the 
amount of personal data and computing power required 
to achieve an experience like this is staggering. Interests, 
positioning, blood sugar, income, calendar. Were this scene 
taken from a film it would likely move quickly into dystopian 
territory; intrusive ads, surveillance, hacking.

We’re clearly not there yet. But regardless of any personal 

opinions one might have on sharing personal data, the age old 
fact remains: the odds of providing a great experience to a pro-
spective customer improve considerably the more a salesman 
knows the customer. He can anticipate needs, give advice, 
make suggestions. Furthermore a good salesman knows that 
investing in the relationship will pay back over time. This is 
also the basic logic behind loyalty programs of all scales – 
 relationship building, turning the ability to build customer 
value over time into a competitive advantage.

 
PICKING UP ON EVERY SIGNAL 
A salesman instead constantly following customers around, 
interpreting every glance as an invitation to push any random 
product laying around and jumping at every opportunity to 
close a sale would not be very successful. Yet, this is arguably 
what the online experience has turned into. Personalization 
and targeting in practice often means picking up on and acting 
immediately on every signal, no matter how weak, by pushing 
ads that sometimes follow the user around in endless efforts 
to retarget.  
 For ads this can be annoying, but the same logic applied to 
content recommendations can arguably lead to truly dysto-
pian consequences, such as “filter bubbles”, echo chambers 
and confirmation bias.

BUSINESS
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Fortunately, personalization holds far greater potential.   
But in order to realize this potential, we need to move from 
treating every single contact, or touchpoint, with users in 
isolation, as an opportunity for a hard sell, to viewing them as 
a part of a whole, where we build relationship and user value 
over time. In short, applying common business sense to our 
digital user relations and becoming more like the good salesman. 
This is possible with better data, more advanced tools and 
sophis ticated algorithms. And, increasingly, users expect us to 
deliver on this experience.
 A number of major trends from the last couple of years 
have influenced user expectations:

• The timeline – the endless stream of personalized content 
pioneered by the likes of Facebook and Twitter has become 
the primary interaction model for services with frequently 
updated content. No two users have the same exact experi-
ence, and user generated content, professional content 
and ads share the same space. Whatever finds its way into 
a user’s stream needs to be relevant in order to stand a 
chance.

• The identified web – more and more services require 
login, which makes seamless experiences across devices 
possible.  Native advertising and content marketing – ads 

and commercial messages share the same space as other 
content and need to be as engaging and relevant in order to 
compete for user attention.

• Wearables and the Internet of Things – means an increas-
ing number of touchpoints with users: watches, small 
screen devices, health monitors, connected cars. These 
often interact with users in contexts that do not allow 
immediate  conversions, but rather improve odds of  
conversion later.

This all tells us that users expect constant updates, 
 personalized to their liking, through mechanisms they may not 
fully understand but feel that they are in control of. They want 
a seamless experience and high quality.  
     Clearly, the more touchpoints with users and the more 
data collected, the greater the opportunity to live up to these 
expectations and build valuable user relationships. Fortunately 
for Schibsted, as a large player with a strong local presence, we 
have the opportunity to collect this data because we  can offer: 

• Destinations and direct traffic – already established user 
habits.

• Highly valued, updated, original content – reasons for users 
to return frequently.
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• An ecosystem of services to capitalize on key events in the 
customer lifecycle.

• Trusted brands. Trust is the foundation of any relation ship, 
and perhaps the hardest and most long term valuable as-
set any company can have. This is doubly  important when 
handling large amounts of user data. Experience shows 
that convenience is more important than privacy concerns 
as long as there is trust. But as soon as trust is broken, this 
may be quickly reversed.

 
To make full use of these strengths we need to 
recognize that each user interaction has conse-
quences, large or small, that either improve or 
worsen the commercial potential of the relation-
ship. The trick is to subtly nudge the user over time 
toward long term maximization of customer value. 
In order to approach the challenge of building 
long term user relationships at Aftonbladet we 
have recently taken an initiative where we analyze 
and segment the user base based on behavior going back 12 
months, tying together user profiles over time and across 
devices as far as possible. This means handling huge amounts 
of data, but it turns out to be very useful to understand usage 
patterns and changes in loyalty and engagement.

 
MONITORING SMALL SHIFTS 
Aftonbladet’s most loyal 20 per cent of users make up a hugely 
disproportionate share of all page views, and an even greater 
proportion of revenues generated by ads and direct payments. 
Any changes in behavior from these users, such as them 
moving to a competitor for their daily news updates, have an 
enormous impact on revenue.

This means that even very small and slow shifts in behavior 
over time need to be closely monitored. In contrast, we have 
a considerable number of users that visit Aftonbladet less 
frequently than once a week. This highlights the danger of 
forming strategy and basing product development decisions 
based on averages. There is no such person as the average 
user, and trying to optimize for them is a certain way to make 
no one happy.

These are in and of themselves not extraordinary findings. 
In fact, it is so commonly observed in businesses that it is 
almost considered a natural law: the Pareto principle. 

By segmenting the user base by degree of loyalty and 
person alizing the experience in accordance we can optimize 
 every touchpoint for long term value, sometimes by sacri-
ficing immediate revenue: a loyal user that is showing signs 
of decreasing return frequency might find a less distracting 
experience on their next visit. A previously infrequent user that 
is starting to return more often might be given some incentive 
to reinforce this behavior.

More specifically we are currently using this segmentation 
logic to identify which users we should try to convert to logged 
in users. By targeting users with an already loyal behavior we 
have the best chance of describing the benefits of logging in, 
as well as the greatest number of touchpoints to build the 
case over time. This allows us to prioritize development of 
logged in functionality to improve the user experience for this 
specific group.

The next step in this initiative is to further expand and improve 
our usage of data on our users to improve relationships. 
Improving loyalty over time requires that we become even 
more relevant. In order for long term conversion algorithms to 
be effective, they then need to factor in several other aspects 
that can be learned from behavior data:

• Context – how is the user coming to us?

• Interest – do we know what this user is interested in and 
expects to find?

• User mode, intent – the same user may have very different 
goals on two separate occasions. Sometimes the user 
wants to be in complete control, sometimes she wants to 
relax and be entertained. 

Using these insights will make it possible to create strong 
relationships with our users and to provide excellent user 
experiences. This is where Schibsted needs to be going, and 
where our ecosystem of users and services will create the 
most value. Without being annoying or creepy.

ROBIN HJELTE
CRM Manager, Aftonbladet
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 3
PASSIONATE ABOUT:  What the marketplace for 
user data will look like when consumers realize 
what they are really worth

“The trick is to subtly nudge the user over 
time toward long term maximization of 
customer value.”
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AN AVERAGE FAMILY IN 
OECD-COUNTRIES HAS TEN 
INTERNET CONNECTED DEVICES 
IN THEIR HOME AND AROUND 

12-35 YEAR OLD 
SWEDES USE THEIR 
SMARTPHONE 
MORE THAN ONE 
HOUR A DAY

62% OF 17-18 YEAR 
OLDS IN SWEDEN 
USE THEIR MOBI-
LE MORE THAN 3 
HOURS A DAY

32% OF  9 YEAR 
OLDS IN SWEDEN 
WATCH VIDEO  
ON MOBILE

DIGITAL ECONOMY 
FACTS & FIGURES Information and communication technologies are influencing 

most aspects of the business world. Enjoy some statistics that 
highlight the digital economy’s impact.

 Information and  
Communication  
TechnologiesICT= 

SHARE OF US VENTURE CAPITAL  
DEVOTED TO ICT INDUSTRIES  

INCREASED  
FROM  48% 
TO 67% 
BETWEEN 2011 AND 2014

40%
OF WORLDWIDE INTERNET 
USERS HAVE BOUGHT 
PRODUCTS ONLINE

MORE THAN

1 BILLION  
ONLINE  
BUYERS
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0
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MOBILE RETAIL IN US 2013–2019 
IN BILLION US DOLLARS REVENUE2011–2014  

ICT SERVICES ACCOUNTED FOR:  

OVER 40 %  
OF TOTAL US VENTURE  
CAPITAL INVETMENTS

PRIVACY IS A  
GROWING ISSUE 
Research show that in established markets:

10% are privacy unconcerned 

60% are privacy pragmatists 

30% are privacy fundamentalists

By 2017  
mobile health could  

potentially save a 
total of EUR 99 billion in 

healthcare costs  
in EU

BUSINESS BUSINESS

Sources: OECD, Statista, Mary Meeker. 

90%
OF E-COMMERCE 
IS BUSINESS TO 
BUSINESS  
TRANSACTIONS

PAT E N T S

2014 PATENTS IN  
ICT-RELATED TECHNOLOGIES  

ACCOUNTED FOR A THIRD OF ALL  
APPLICATIONS TO MAIN  

PATENT OFFICES

2014 2.8 BILLION INTRERNET USERS
EMPLOYMENT OF  
ICT SPECIALISTS  
ACROSS THE  
ECONOMY, AS  
SHARE OF TOTAL  
EMPLOYMENT

 
 
 1   Finland  6.05%

2  Sweden  5.26%

3  UK  4.75%

4  US   4.07%

5  Norway  3.75%

6  Spain  2.98%

7  France  2.84%

8  Italy  2.74%

 1  Netscape   USA 
2  Apple  USA
3  Axel Springer  Germany
4  RentPath  USA 
5  Web.com  USA 

 1  Apple USA 
2  Google USA 
3  Alibaba China 
4  Facebook USA 
5  Amazon.com USA

Ranked global public Internet  
companies  (by market capitalization)

1995 2014
IMPACT OF INTERNET HAS BEEN  
EXTRAORDINARY & BROAD  – 
but, in many ways  it’s just  
beginning!

Sector of  USA 
Economy/ Internet 
Society  Impact   

Consumer

Business

Security  
Safety  
Warfare

Education

Healthcare

Government 
Regulation 
Policy thinking

  
China 32%
US  9%
Singapore  8%
Korea  7%
Taiwan 7%
Malaysia  4%
Germany  4%
Japan  4%
Mexico  4%
Rest of the world  19%

 TOP 
10 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF CONNECTED 
DEVICES WOULD INCREASE FROM 
OVER 1 BILLION TO 14 BILLION BY 2022

IN THE OECD-AREA BROADBAND  
SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE REACHING 
CLOSE TO 1 BILLION

Schibsted’s online  
Classified sites: 32%  
EBITDA growth in Q2 2015

Schibsted traffic growth 
European portfolio: 26% 
Y/Y June 2015

Schibsted display  
advertising growth in 
France 24% in Q2 2015

EXPORTERS OF ICT GOODS

USA

China

Asia (ex. China)

Europe

Rest of the world

10%

23%

28%

19%

21%
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THE INVESTORS
LOOKING FOR THE NEXT BIG THING

BANKING NOT BANKS
Banks are like print newspapers: a broad package of services 
and features, produced by old technology, delivered in a likeable 
but very costly way. Segment by segment this packaged 
offering is being attacked by niche players unburdened by 
legacy, technology and old distribution methods. In each niche 
the challenger can outcompete the package given focus and 
global scale.
 As services delivered by banks are increasingly available 
from new providers users will discover that what they need 
is banking, not necessarily banks. The phone will be the bank, 
offering basic features such as identification and data storage. 
The user’s collection of integrated apps will be banking.

DESKTOP IS THE NEW PRINT
We used to think that our businesses were safe once they were 
“digital”. Not anymore. The massive shift towards mobile will 
destroy valuations of some of the best known digital compa-
nies worldwide. If you are one of them, you need to prioritize 
mobile transformation now. The same challenges as in the 
print-to-digital transformation applies: You need to define the 
core value to your users and rebuild your business. Cramming 
existing interaction- and business models to the small screen 
will not be sufficient. And there are already some casualties of 
this new transformation: Search engine driven marketplaces 
are declining when digital engagement has moved into the app 
world. The million-dollar-question is how this will affect the 
company that defined the desktop web: Google.

FROM PRODUCT TO SERVICE
For years, we’ve focused on driving users and customers to 
our products on the web. Once we’ve captured their attention, 
we’ve monetized them with advertising, transaction fees 
and third party commission models. To succeed the next ten 
years, we have to tilt our heads 90 degrees and turn the model 

around: How do we build platforms and businesses that come 
to the customers when they need us?
 This will force us to become truly service oriented organi-
zations. We need to learn how we approach our users in their 
smartphones and on their wrists when they need us. This 
requires us to be both more friendly and even more relevant 
to our users. If we succeed, we will truly empower our users in 
their daily life.

CONSUMERIZATION OF SMES
Since the 1980s, Microsoft, PC manufactures and business 
software vendors defined how we interact with digital tools. 
The Internet (driven by human needs) and Apple (putting the 
users first) have turned the model around. These days, you 
could scare small children (and kill small mammals) by telling 
them how enterprise software makes your life miserable. 
 The small and medium enterprises never went digital 
though. “Digital” never helped them in the restaurant kitchen 
or when they redecorated a house. 
 But today, they own a smartphone, they use Facebook 24/7 
and have a 50" flat-screen running Netflix. If you want to drive 
your SME revenues, you need to delight them with best-in-class 
digital tools and products. They will demand the same simplicity 
and ease-of-use as your consumers.

THE ”MULTI” IN MULTIMEDIA IS FINALLY HAPPENING
In the coming years, content will develop into experiences 
that include several of our senses. Companies within gaming, 
sports and entertainment are already starting to offer this 
multi-sensory experiences in Virtual Reality. 
 If you’re a football fan, you can enter an arena as one of the 
players in the squad (offered in the Netherlands and Sweden). 
You can smell the grass or feel when the person next to you 
bump in to you. 
 There will also be more options than ever to distribute 

BUSINESS

In the search for new investments Schibsted Growth needs to be at the front in tech 
trends. These are some of the phenomena that has caught their interest lately. 

BUSINESS
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content. The cable companies’ dominance is being eroded by 
social media and over-the-top (such as Netflix) services. Apple 
has also launched a full-frontal attack on cable companies 
with the new Apple TV. This will change the way we consume 
video streams and films in years to come – all video content 
will be availbale on all platforms everywhere.
 If you care about content, you’ll need a multi-sensory, 
multi-channel strategy.

E-COMMERCE RE-INVENTED
As more and more Internet users shop online, e-commerce is 
evolving from “dumb” digital storefronts to fully personalized and 
highly relevant digital experiences where users are inspired to 
research, plan and purchase in new ways. Thanks to new tech-
nology, e-tailers now have the tools to optimize their inventory 
and their online-shops more effectively than ever before.
 In the evolving ecosystem for online commerce the value 
chain looks very different from what it used to in the offline 
world. The big and large-scale retailers are being disrupted 
by fast moving products and services that offer users better 
experiences through niche focus, aggregation or innovative 
sourcing and shipping. Who will be the winner of consumers’ 
love and commerce spendings? Most likely the companies 
that drive and develop the best products and services based 
on the new technologies. 

WHY DOES AD-TECH STILL SUCK? 
Some people would argue that digital ads have replicated 
their offline ancestors for as long as they have existed. That 
display ads are basically print ads with additional interactive 
elements, online video ads are TV-spots that you can click on 
and podcast/audio-ads are radio spots, sometimes with an 
additional interactive element. In some extent this is true. We 
have seen rapid development of new digital content, products 
and services so why is the innovation and pace of development 
so slow in ad-formats and ad-tech? Is it because publishers, 
entrepreneurs and users aren’t excited about ads? And if ads 
are not a priority, are ads as a way of monetization in fact 
slowly dying?

MESSAGING AS A PLATFORM
As Mary Meeker stated in her yearly trend report, six of the 
top ten most popular mobile tools are now messaging apps. 
WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, Snapchat, Japan’s Line, and 
Korea’s KakaoTalk are all setting themselves up as potential 
broader platforms, including e-commerce. Most remarkable, 
and least well understood maybe, is WeChat, the dominant 
messaging service in China with more than 550 million active 
users (MAU). In contrast to Western app strategies, WeChat 
put a lot of functionality in a single app. They are trying to solve 
as many everyday problems for their users that they possibly  

 can. They have achieved this by pioneering the app-in-the-app 
model where over 10 million mini-apps or accounts are granted 
special access to the platform (including payments) in order to 
fulfill all kinds of user needs. As Connie Chan notes, “WeChat 
reveals what’s possible when we take a mobile-first approach 
to platforms. The question we should ask, I believe, is how 
can every business rethink its model from the ground up, so it 
leads and not lags behind mobile?”
 At its F8 Developer conference in March, Facebook 
launched its Messenger platform, making it easy for 3rd party 
developers to build useful apps that integrate with Messenger 
– and reach more than 600 million people that use Messenger, 
thus setting the stage for a WeChatesque emergence of all 
kinds of services on top of messaging.
 
BLOCKCHAIN BEYOND BITCOIN
The Blockchain is the main innovation of bitcoin, and it uses 
the Blockchain algorithm to achieve distributed consensus on 
who owns what coins. The jury is still out when it comes to 
the future of bitcoin, but using the Blockchain as a software 
development building block may prove more important than 
bitcoin in itself.
 Even if Blockchains were invented specifically for bitcoin, 
the Blockchain may be applied anywhere a decentralized 
consensus needs to be established in the presence of malicious 
or untrustworthy actors. Leading figures in Silicon Valley 
are fascinated by the Blockchain’s potential of creating a 
decentralization trend at the societal, legal, governance and 
 business levels.
 Open Bazaar, for example, is a source project to create    
a decentralized network for peer to peer commerce online. 
Put simply, it’s the baby of eBay and BitTorrent. And in an 
age where we tend towards trusting networks more than 
 authorities, that should be an attractive proposal for many.
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MIRIAM GRUT NORRBY
Investment Manager, Schibsted Growth Sweden 
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 3
PASSIONATE ABOUT:  Start-ups! 

RICHARD SANDENSKOG
Investment Manager, Schibsted Growth Sweden
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 8
PASSIONATE ABOUT:  Figure out what will drive 
people and businesses the coming ten years 
when the rules of the game constantly change 
and “truths” only survive for two to three years

HOW SCHIBSTED GROWTH WORKS 
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WHY WE INVEST
Our goal is to identify and invest in great companies in line with 
our strategic interests and with the potential of becoming new 
types of core businesses for our group. We have a long-term 
commitment and a healthy balance between internal synergies 
and financial gains.

HOW WE INVEST
We invest cash to provide companies with the financial assets 
they need to grow, scale and ultimately to become market leaders. 
We also invest time and provide our portfolio companies with 
access to the Schibsted ecosystem that can be leveraged in 
order to maximize growth in several aspects.

WHAT PARTNERING MEANS FOR US
A true partnership means mutual goals, independently run 
companies and becoming a part of the family on equal terms 
for all our portfolio companies.

WHAT WE LOOK FOR 
We look at macro, technology and business trends and follow 
the development of new market opportunities closely. Based 
on this research we continuously look for companies that solve 
interesting problems for their users. Most interesting to us right 
now are companies working on: 

• Fintech/innovative finance/personal finance  
Helping users (consumers or businesses) make smarter 
financial decisions, adding transparency, reducing friction by 
innovating or disrupting existing value chains or processes. 

• Reinvention of commerce  
Helping users or businesses buy, sell or distribute goods in 
new and smarter ways. 

• Collaborative economy and marketplaces 
Enabling users to buy, sell, share or rent in new ways.  

• Digital lifestyle/digital society  
New types of consumer services enabled by new technology 
and new types of user needs. 

• Digitalization/consumerization of SMEs  
Helping small and medium sized enterprises with their daily 
challenges and needs in new and improved ways.

HOW WE CHOOSE 
To determine which companies to invest in we look at the current 
state and future potential of the company. The areas we pay 
close attention to are: 

• Team

• Market and competition  

• Technology and product

• Business model 

• Schibsted synergies

Schibsted’s history of entrepreneurship is reflected in many ways across the group. In Schibsted Growth, 
entrepreneurship is in the core of what we do. Our mission is to be the leading industrial investor and 
 operator of digital companies in our group’s core markets. Our team of Investment Managers looks for 
new investment opportunities, great entrepreneurs to partner with and spend time on helping our existing 
portfolio companies succeed.

PONTUS OGEBJER
Investment Manager, Schibsted Growth Sweden
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 16
PASSIONATE ABOUT:  I’m passionate about 
making good business! Both the search for 
 opportunities and the actual execution

RUNE RØSTEN
Investment Manager, Schibsted Growth Norway
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 8
PASSIONATE ABOUT:  Fascinated by technology 
that enables transparency and brings changes 
to every part of society from mountain biking to 
the real estate market

DAN OUCHTERLONY
Head of Personal Finance, Schibsted Growth 
Sweden
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 10
PASSIONATE ABOUT:  Helping people make the 
most of their money

MARINE DESBANS
Investment Manager, Schibsted Growth France
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 3
PASSIONATE ABOUT:  How advancements in 
technology can enhance society in more than   
an economic sense

WHAT’S YOUR IDEA? Contact pontus.ogebjer@schibsted.se or richard.sandenskog@schibsted.se
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THE SPIRIT OF

MANAGEMENT
FOR MILLENNIALS

Leadership is a key factor for success. New challenges are facing 
us as we now see three generations working together. 
Jaume Gurt, General Manager at Infojobs, believes in encouraging 
managers to be more humane and closer to their teams.
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Right now, we are at a unique moment in 
history: for the first time three genera-
tions (Baby Boom, Generation X, Millen-
nials)1 are living under the same roof at 
companies. The different technological 
and economic surroundings that they 
have grown up in have allowed each 
generation to develop a particular ap-
proach to life and to the world of work, 
with its own values, motivating factors 
and characteristics, forcing us to reinvent 
ourselves to contain them all and keep 
them happy.
 The last to enter the workplace 
were the so-called Millennials. Unlike 
the previous generations, Millennials 
are more focused on getting the most 
out of the present moment, making 
their living doing what they love, and 
seeking happiness in everything that 
they do. They trust themselves; they 
are connected to the world and open to 
change, since they know that evolving 
is the key to survival. But what moves 

them is passion. Millennials want to 
control their work and their personal 
life. They are connected thanks to new 
technologies. They want to develop new 
ideas and projects, either on their own 
(entrepreneurs) or inside a company (intra-
entrepreneurs) and they are 100 per 
cent more oriented towards people than 
the previous generation (Generation X).

PUTTING PEOPLE AT THE CENTER
With a new profile that demands a 
combination of passion, working in 
something that they like, orientation 
towards people, being listened to and 
talking about happiness to work, what 
are the keys to attracting new talents? 
How will we be able to keep them 
with us once they fall in love with our 
company? 
 For me the answer is simple: we 
have to humanize companies, putting 
people at the center, promoting their 
humane and professional growth. We 
have to seek ways to make peoples’ 
passions into work, making companies 
into unique places where people come 
to live and enrich themselves with their 
co-workers. When we do something 
that we love, it’s no longer work, time 
doesn’t matter, motivation and dedication 
increase, and all of this leads to results 
that are extraordinary.

NEED FOR FLEXIBILITY
But the change has only just begun. In 
the next five years, Generation Z (born 
after 1994) will start to enter the work-
place.  Here the difference is a matter 
of degree with respect to the previous 
generation. Generation Z wants to work 
with something that they like (76 per 
cent compared to 50 per cent among 
the Millennials). 
There’s more 
entrepreneurs 
(61 per cent 
declare that they 
will start their 
own business if 
they don’t find 
the job that they 

want, a logical consequence of working 
at something that they like). Generation Z  
needs flexibility: not having a balance 
between work and life is not an option 
for this generation. They are less 
motivated by money, more interested 
in growing as people and professionals 
and even more oriented towards people 
(60 per cent more than the Millennials). 
Honesty is the most important quality 
that leaders need for this generation to 
follow them, they want to be listened to, 
to have their ideas taken into considera-
tion, and to participate in decision-making. 
 This means four generations in the 
same company!

CONTRIBUTE UNIQUE VALUES
The way is clear: the organizations of the 
future must be more humane, because 
in the end this is the only thing that 
each and every one of these generations 
have in common.
 As leaders we need to balance the 
abilities needed for developing companies 
spread out over various generations. 
We have to work so that all of them 
can contribute with their unique value 
in order to take advantage of all of 
their strengths. Without a doubt, new 
styles of leadership are necessary to 
lead these multidisciplinary teams and 
only leaders who understand them will 
really be able to mobilize them and to 
make the most of their potential. Only 
by encouraging managers to be more 
humane, closer to their teams, and 
more authentic than ever will we be 
able to perform the magic of bringing 
together different generations.

1) Baby Boom born between 1946-64, Generation X born 1965–79,  
Millennials born between 1980 and 1994).  

JAUME GRUT
General Manager, InfoJobs
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 7
PASSIONATE ABOUT:  With the changes that 
technology bring, people and humanity will be 
the differentiating factor for future success
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Sustainability has become a strategic issue for most corporations. But numerous concepts 
of doing good can make it hard for the consumers to see the reality behind the reporting.  
Mari Vonen, Schibsted’s expert in CSR, believes that disruptive start-up competitors, 
sharing best practice – and our kids, will push development the right way.

For most individuals the debate about 
what is doing good and what is doing 
good enough remains private. For 
 corporations this debate is public and 
their choices are highly scrutinized. 
From being the home turf of poorly 
dressed idealists,  saving people and the 
planet has become  the latest accessory 
for the fashionable and glamorous. Is 
this a bad thing? I think not; the more 
attention the issues that affect us get, 
the better – regardless of the self-
appointed ambasador. 

ENDLESS LIST OF LABELS
But why should corporations do good 
and how does one define it? There 
is an endless list of labels and focus 
areas that can be included under the 
doing-good umbrella, in addition to a 
multitude of  reporting standards and 
frameworks, which adds to the confusion: 
It is not always evident when a corpo-
ration can claim to be sustainable or 
socially  responsible. In layman terms1 

sustainable is defined as “able to be 
used without being completely used up 
or destroyed”. For businesses this mean 

that satisfying the present needs should 
not be done at the expense of future 
generations. 
 The Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) or sustainability movement did 
not gain true attention from the business 
community until the late 20th century. 
At the turn of the century and after 
years with cost-cutting and outsourcing 
of negative externalities to low-cost 
countries, western corporations faced 
increased demands of accountability 
and requests to demonstrate how they 
balance and optimize the sometimes 
conflicting interests of people, profit 
and planet. This balancing act is not 
always an easy one, and has paved the 
way for a jungle of frameworks from the 
consulting industry (shared value2, true 
value3, blended value4, and thick value5 
to name a few). 

INCLUDING SHAREHOLDERS
This abundance of concepts fuels accu-
sation of CSR being merely the latest 
management fad, a window-dressing or 
green washing from powerful multi-
national corporations to avoid state 

interference. An older critique is Milton 
Friedman’s argument that the only 
duty of the corporation is to maximize 
shareholder profits. Academics and 
consultants still pursue this line of 
thought when they try to demonstrate 
that investing in sustainable development 
maximizes shareholder value. More 
holistic approaches expand the group of 
“holders” to include the stake holders – a 
group which is, alas, not as easily defined 
as their shareholding counterparts.

WHAT MATTERS MOST
Sustainability proponents use various  
means to make their cause more 
business-like. The introduction of  the 
materiality concept – proclaimed to  be 
the missing link in sustainability strategy 
is one such example. A corporation 
should define what matters the most 
to its key stakeholder groups, and use 
these insights to select focus areas to 
both invest in and report on. A recent 
Harvard Business School study6 argues  
that investing in material sustainability   
issues will increase shareholder returns. 
 As a rehabilitated accountant I find  

ARE YOU 

SUSTAINABLE
DEAR?

BUSINESS

the development of CSR towards 
what used to be an accounting strong-
hold fascinating. The introduction of 
standards, audits and frameworks seek 
to facilitate comparison of the sustain-
ability efforts between corporations 
and industries. However, all this makes 
it difficult to easily compare anything 
but the proverbial apples and oranges. 
We  are a long way from seeing a top 
executive  being sent to jail for fraudulent 
carbon emissions accounting, although 
the recent Volkswagen emissions scandal 
and its reputational and financial 
consequences prove that we are indeed 
moving in that direction. 
 A potential negative consequence 
of the good intentions behind the calls 
for transparency is that reporting itself 
becomes the main focus. It becomes so 
complex that one needs a specialized 
degree to interpret it. How then will 
the average Jane and Joe decide what 
 products to buy and what shares to 
invest their savings in?  

THE VERY REASON
We live in an age where many corpo-
rations have had to re-learn what it 
means to be a responsible business 
after public scandals and media scrutiny 
before arriving at a level of maturity 
that we expect today. A lot of start-ups 
on the other hand tend to integrate 
 sustainability in their very reason for 
 being – their purpose – and their business 
model and value proposition. I believe 
the emergence of disruptive players 
and technology that challenge old 
paradigms and established truths will 

be a driving force that can truly bring 
sustainability factors to the strategic 
level – even when the tough decisions 
are made. 
 If sustainability has become a 
strategic matter, one can assume that 
a competitive advantage can be derived 
from  being good. Does this impact 
corporations’ willingness to cooperate 
to tackle industry specific issues? Here 
there is reason for hope: Requesting 
sustainable and ethical behaviour from 
suppliers and suppliers’ suppliers is the 
new norm.

SHARE BEST PRACTICE
Although the cooperation efforts have 
 historically been directed upstream 
in the value chain this is changing. 
Forums and arenas where direct 
competitors share best practice and 
cooperate to tackle industry specific  
issues have emerged in industries 
ranging from  extraction, fish farming 
to media to name a few. In addition 
great  corporations acknowledge that 
a significant share of the environmen-
tal  and social impact of their products 
and services may arise after the time 
of sale, and try to influence consum-
ers’ behavior long after the products 
have left the shop. I believe the trends 
of increased 
cooperation and 
expansion of 
the sphere of 
influence will 
accelerate in 
the future. The 
possibility     of 

nudging or shifting consumers’ behavior 
– in the end they are the ultimate deci-
sions makers – towards more sustain-
able products and services is probably 
the greatest challenge and opportunity 
of modern day corporations.  

NO OTHER CHOICE
As for another type of corporation – the 
family – the future generations are 
taking on the role as the family’s Chief 
Sustainability Officers. I am hopeful that 
the combination of pressure from kids, 
technology innovations, nudging from 
corporations, and the non-avoidable 
increase in regulatory requirements can 
pull and push us all in the direction of a 
more sustainable way of life to overcome 
the environmental and societal chal-
lenges that we as humanity are facing. 
It will not be easy or pleasant, but we’re 
all in this together and frankly we have 
no other choice.

READ MORE ABOUT OUR  
CSR-WORK ON:
schibsted.com/howwecare

1) The Merriam Webster Dictionary.  2) Michael E. Porter and Mark 
Kramer in Harvard Business Review Strategy & Society: The Link 
between Competitive Advantage and Corporate Social Responsibility.3) 
KPMG, 2014.  4) Jed Emerson, 2000.  5)The Havas Media Lab,The 
Economist 8 June 2011.  6) Khan, Serafeim and Yoon Harvard Business 
School Working Paper 15-073 Corporate Sustainability: First Evidence 
on Materiality

MARI VONEN
Compliance Officer
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 2
PASSIONATE ABOUT :  Humanity - and the 
endless possibilities to improve us and our kind 
that arise when leveraging tech innovations 
and local entrepreneurship
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Another boardroom, another brain-
storming session, another long trip.
 Together with photographer Magnus 
Wennman I am about to travel along the 
Syrian border, through Jordan, Lebanon 
and Turkey.
 It’s February 2015 and the world has 
not yet comprehended the extent of the 
refugee disaster.
 “It is hard to make people care”, 
the woman from UNHCR says. “Maybe 
that’s what we should call the campaign? 
‘Who cares?’… since no one does”, she 
continues.
 A few weeks later, we are there. 
Among the most forgotten victims of a 
humanitarian disaster.

MEETING THE CHILDREN OF WAR
An eight-year-old boy, Shiar, has a body 
that looks like patchwork, put together 
by whatever skin was left after the 
mine. Five-year-old Ahmed lives in a 
plastic tent situated on top of a garbage 
dump, so close to Syria so that I can see 
his homeland as I talk to him.
 I can see it. He cannot. His blind eyes 

are as white as the world around them 
is black.
 Day in and day out we meet them. 
The children of war. On this specific day, 
my colleague Magnus has walked away 
to take a photo of some boys playing – 
when she catches my eye.
 She is seven years old and her name 
is Rima. She starts to follow me as I 
walk around the refugee camp.
At first she walks behind me, smiling 
every time I turn around to look at her. 
Then she starts walking a bit faster, 
catching up with me. Finally, she is 
walking by my side.

A WOODEN TREASURE
All the time while she is walking she is 
holding something, her hands tightly 
clasped. Whatever is in there, she’s pro-
tecting it like a priceless dinosaur egg.
 It takes a lot of smiling and pointing 
from my part before she finally agrees 
to show me her treasure.
 It’s a little wooden heart, no bigger 
than a thumbnail, painted blue. The kind 
of little wooden heart you can buy for 

less than a dollar at the crafts store.
 With the interpreter’s help, Rima tells 
me that the little heart is the prettiest 
thing she’s ever seen. She asks me if I 
feel the same way.
 As I smile and nod I feel my own 
heart breaking into pieces. Over this girl. 
Over the life she’s endured. Over the 
hundreds of other children we’ve met. 
And over the fact that UNHCR believes 
that nobody in Sweden cares about her.
 I refuse to believe that’s true.
 As I often do when my frustration 
level goes up during an assignment, 
I turn to Twitter and Facebook. My 
two best friends when I travel. I post a 
photo, share a brief version of her story 
with the thousands I interact with there. 
I tell the readers that I can’t wait to tell 
them more when I come home.

THEY PUT MY HEART BACK TOGETHER
When we finally publish the story about 
Rima, we raise almost half a million 
SEK in that very first day. Four days 
later, Aftonbladet’s readers have given 
the children of Syria over two million SEK.  

Twitter and Facebook are Carina Bergfeldts two best friends 
when she’s on assignment for Aftonbladet. Not only do her 
connections in social media help when seeking information and 
sources – when she visited the Syrian boarder the readers also 
gave proof of their true engagement by raising money to help. 

THE HEART & SOUL IN THE 

MEDIA BUSINESS
PEOPLE

And while doing that, they have put my 
heart back together, with the emails 
they send me. With the interactions 
we have on Twitter. With every share 
and comment they’ve given me on my 
Aftonbladet-Facebook page. And with 
the money they spent.

IMPORTANT JOURNALISM
Our readers care – when we give them 
journalism worth caring about. When we 
tell them about people worth portraying.
 Within Schibsted we can truly impact 
people in their every day lives. We can 
give them journalism that they feel is 
not only worth their time – but also their 
money.
 In this case above, the aim was to 
raise money for the children. In other 
cases, I go on assignments with the 

 purpose of writing journalism that readers 
want to buy from us.
 The two trips I’ve gone on so far for 
Aftonbladet Plus, to Texas and Canada, 
have provided a profit of more than 
one million SEK – after both trips were 
completely paid for.
 Some people find it offensive to talk 
about money and journalism. I have 
never really understood that. Ever since 
Lars-Johan Hierta published the first 
edition of Aftonbladet in 1830 the pur-
pose has been 
just that: to pro-
vide people with 
important news 
worth paying for. 
We just do it in a 
slightly different 
way today.

 My job is to go out into the world and 
bring back quality journalism that is 
powerful enough to make people want 
to open their hearts – and their wallets.
 As I do that, I get the most wonderful 
gift in return.
 With every new Plus account when 
I write about indigenous women in 
Canada, or every SEK when I write 
about girls like Rima, I learn that the 
UNHCR lady was dead wrong.
 Our readers care.

CARINA BERGFELDT
News Reporter, Aftonbladet
YEARS IN SCHIBSTED: 10
PASSIONATE ABOUT:  How to make people feel 
“if I don’t click on this link and read this I will perish”

PEOPLE

Carina Bergfeldt, from Swedish newspaper Aftonbladet, met Rima in a refugee camp near the Syrian boarder.
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VISIT SCHIBSTED.COMWANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT US?
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Visit us at schibsted.com and follow us on Twitter @SchibstedGroup

THE FUTURE IS NOW
SCHIBSTED.COM/FUTUREREPORT
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